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Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation

Human Resources Policy
Traditional Law/Dooli Guiding Principles
For thousands of years the Northern Tutchone people lived by traditional laws that guided our people
and they lived in balanced harmony with the natural world. These laws were based on respect, caring,
sharing and teaching. Stories passed down by our Elders speak of a time when animals and people
could talk to one another and help each other out. Our stories and other historical accounts speak of a
people with a deep spiritual connection to all plants, animals, waters, air and all that surrounds
them. They spoke of a people who were strong, honourable, and respectful and who conducted
themselves with dignity and integrity with a deep sense of family and community.

These traditional laws were called Dooli and there was strict adherence to them. The laws governed
all aspects of the Northern Tutchone from the time of conception to leaving this world and beyond. It
taught each individual how to interact with one another, and how to interact as a collective within the
wolf and crow clans and the community. The action of one affects many and therefore each individual
was careful to be mindful of the traditional laws and not bring harm, emotional pain or suffering to
family, clan and community.

Mission Statement:
We the people of Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation wish to remain together so that we may
collectively preserve, protect and promote our culture, language, heritage, lands and resources for all
of our Citizens today and for at least seven generations to come. We are Aboriginal people with the
inherent right of self-government and as one of the Aboriginal peoples living within Canada, we have
Aboriginal and Treaty rights and title in our traditional territory.
 Taken from LSCFN Constitution Preamble
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1. Introduction
LSCFN believes that the work conditions, wages, and benefits it offers to its Employees are
competitive with those offered by other employers in this area and in this industry. If
Employees have concerns about work conditions or compensation, they are strongly
encouraged to voice these concerns openly and directly to their supervisors.
Our experience has shown that when Employees deal openly and directly with supervisors,
the work environment can be excellent, communications can be clear, and attitudes can be
positive. We believe that the LSCFN amply demonstrates its commitment to Employees by
responding effectively to Employee concerns.
Employees should be aware that the public perceives them as representatives of LSCFN and
conduct themselves in a professional manner that protects the integrity of the organization.
Additionally, the relationship that exists between colleagues extends beyond the workplace and
Employees are expected to treat their co-workers respectfully both within and outside the
workplace.
1.1
Statement of Authority
For purposes of any questions in the implementation of this policy, the Executive Director
shall have final and ultimate authority. In the situation where the Executive Director is the
subject of a disciplinary action or is filing a grievance, the final authority rests with the
Chief and Council. The Human Resources representative shall be responsible for all and any
revisions, corrections and updates to this document. The Human Resources representative
shall encourage compliance with this policy, with the support of all Directors and Supervisors at
LSCFN.
1.2
Statement of Supervisor’s Responsibility
Supervisors realize objectives through the work of their Employees. It is important that they
not get involved in the step by step operation themselves. The major task lies in ensuring that
the Employees are given clear direction, the tools to do a job, and continuing support.
Employees respond best to fair and just treatment. Supervisors should thoroughly understand
and apply all policies of the LSCFN so that decisions affecting the Employees are fair.
Supervisors should keep a positive attitude as a supervisor's attitude reflects on the Employee's
attitude. Supervisors should always speak and act in a professional manner to provide the
best model for Employees.
Employee matters should be discussed privately and kept confidential.
Supervisors should be sincerely interested in the welfare and personal lives of Employees.
However, supervisors should not involve themselves to the extent that it interferes with their
main responsibility. Supervisors should be supportive. Where a personal problem affects
productivity, the supervisor must privately discuss possible remedies with the Employee.
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1.3
How to Use this Policy
The LSCFN Human Resources Policy applies to Employees of LSCFN. It is the LSCFN’s belief
that public servants must provide a quality service to the LSCFN Citizens and this policy is a key
tool for fulfilling this belief.
Employees in LSCFN public service will be treated with respect as LSCFN strives to be a fair and
equitable employer. Respect is a cornerstone of our values. In the Employee/employer
relationship, respect is the benchmark by which the policies and actions of the LSCFN should be
judged.
The LSCFN Human Resources Policy will be used to ensure consistency, continuity and
understanding within the LSCFN public service. It will help supervisors in consistently treating
Employees fairly and equitably; and will reassure Employees that policies are uniformly
administered. The Policy will remain a dynamic document, able to meet the needs of a changing
and growing workforce.
All Employees must read and understand this policy document. If you have any questions or
concerns regarding the substance of these policies, please contact your supervisor or the
Human Resources Department.
Each Employee must have a signed copy of the Acknowledgement and Agreement to Human
Resources Policy Terms Form in their personnel file ( Appendix 1)
1.4

Applicable Law

In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between this policy and any applicable law; the
applicable law supersedes this policy to the extent of the conflict or inconsistency. The primary
legislation relating to Human Resource management include: the Canada Labour Code, Personal
Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, Canadian Human Rights Act,
Employment Insurance Act, and the Canada Occupational Health and Safety Act.
1.5

Future Amendments

From time to time, changes in legislation and LSCFN business and operations will require
that LSCFN revise and update this Human Resources Policy. To this end, LSCFN will review its
policies periodically to evaluate which changes, if any, are required. Consequently, LSCFN may
amend, supplement or rescind any provision in this Policy as necessary. In the event of any
changes to this Policy, Employees will always be provided with notice explaining the changes.
1.6

Retroactivity

No provisions of this policy once approved will be applied retroactively.
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1.7

Definitions

Citizen – a citizen of the Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation as determined by the Constitution
of the Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation.
Common-Law Partner – a person who has been cohabitating with an individual in a conjugal
relationship for at least one year.
Conflict of Interest - a situation in which a person's private or business interests are in
conflict with the public interest that s/he is entrusted with representing.
Confidential Information – any and all information or knowledge which is known or
available to Employees through the course of their employment at LSCFN and which is not
known or available to Citizens or the public, such as, but not limited to: that which is discussed
by Chief and Council during “in camera” meetings; that which is discussed at committee
meetings held “in camera”; matters dealing with individual Employees; and matters dealing
with finance. Certain departments, such as those dealing with client information, may have
additional restrictions and requirements.
Confidentiality – discretion in keeping information which is considered Confidential
Information.
Employee – a person who is hired for a wage, salary, fee or payment to perform work for
LSCFN.
Employer – a person or entity which hires the services of another and is responsible for the
payment of their wages. In this Policy Employer refers to LSCFN.
Immediate Family – means father, mother, legal guardian, spouse, Common-Law Partner,
grandmother, grandfather, brothers, sisters, children and grandchildren.
Personal Information – information about an identifiable individual, but does not include the
name, title, business address or telephone number of an Employee of LSCFN.
Political Affiliation – means and includes affiliation (as evidenced by membership or open
and active participation) with any political party (federal or territorial), municipally elected
officials, or any members of past or present Chiefs and Councils.
Statutory Benefits – those benefits legally required by legislation.
Senior Management Committee – The Executive Director and the Department Directors
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2. Workplace Expectations
The quality of our work environment is affected by many things including the work
space and equipment, the time spent at work and the behaviour of people sharing the work
environment. The LSCFN endeavours to provide a pleasant and safe work environment that
recognizes the needs of both the organization and individual Employees. A good working
environment enhances the quality of work life for Employees and the productivity of the LSCFN.
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2.1

Personal Conduct in the Workplace

Scope
All Employees
Purpose
• To ensure that members of the public and our clients view the workplace and workforce
of the LSCFN in the most positive light possible.
Policy
The four principles of our Traditional Laws/Dooli are: Caring, Sharing, Respect and Teaching and
serve as a guide on how we treat one another and how we interact with one another. These
guiding principles should be observed at all times.
Employees should maintain positive public relations and promote the dignity of their positions
in the community.
Employees of LSCFN are expected to present themselves at work in a manner of dress
appropriate to the position held within the organization, for example, proper business attire
for Employees who work within the office setting. Proper safety equipment is to be used where
required.
Staff may wish to personally decorate their work areas and private offices. This is acceptable,
but it is expected that posters, paintings or other decorations will be in good taste and respect
the views and sensitivities of fellow Employees and clients. Posters advocating a political or
religious point of view, for example, are not acceptable.
Staff members are encouraged to maintain a safe and professional work environment and
therefore children and dogs are not to be brought to the workplace.
Procedure
All Employees must sign the Code of Conduct & Confidentiality (Appendix 2) upon their date of hire.

Related Policy
Appendix 2 – Code of Conduct & Confidentiality
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2.2

Lines of Authority

Scope
All Employees
Purpose
• To provide simple, clear, direct lines of responsibility and corresponding authority in
order to maintain a smoothly functioning organization.
• To clearly define responsibilities and reporting channels for essential functioning units
within the LSCFN organization.
Policy
Three fundamental principles apply for determining lines of authority:
•Responsibility is defined as the authority to make a decision, and the accountability
associated with that decision.
•For the purpose of implementing this policy, and the day-to-day administration of the
LSCFN government, the highest line of authority is the Executive Director, unless
otherwise noted.
•To the extent possible, responsibility is maintained within departments, so that decisions
are made by individuals with the best information.
Lines of authority will not restrict the cooperative, sensible working together of all
department staff members at all levels.
The established lines of authority represent direction, responsibility, and avenues for a two-way
flow of ideas to improve the programs and operations of LSCFN.
Procedure
The Executive Director provides the link between leadership and administration and is
responsible for ensuring that government systems are in place and working effectively in
addition to providing overall direction to all departmental directors. The Executive Director is
also responsible for monitoring and ensuring that the Chief and Council directives are
communicated and adhered to by Management Committee.
The Directors of each department are members of Management Committee.
The Directors establish lines of authority within their departments which are reviewed and
reflected by the organizational chart. Please see the Human Resources Department for the
current organizational chart.
All staff are expected to keep their supervisor informed of their activities and administrative actions.
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2.3

Hours of Work

Scope
All Employees
Purpose
•

To set standard work schedules.

Policy
Most Employees will normally work a seven hour day, Monday through Friday, totalling
thirty-five (35) hours for the work week. Normal work hours are from 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon
and from 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. There are some positions within the organization, however,
that are required to work extended shifts within or outside regular working hours. These
positions are dealt with on a case-by-case basis, and require Director’s approval.
Each workday, full-time Employees are provided with two rest periods of 15 minutes in length.
To the extent possible, rest periods will be provided in the middle of work periods. Since this
time is counted and paid as time worked, Employees must not be absent from their
workstations or site beyond the allotted rest period time.
In some positions, LSCFN allows a flexible work schedule upon approval of the Departmental
Director, provided that the hours of work do not contravene the Canada Labour Code.
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2.4

Severe Weather Policy

Scope
All Employees
Purpose
•

To set the temperature for office closure, outside workers and winter travel during severe
weather.

Policy
LSCFN buildings will close when the temperature is reported by CHON FM at 8:10 am or posted by
Environment Canada ( https://weather.gc.ca ) as -43oC or below.
Outside workers and employees who are required to travel for work will not travel at -35oC
or below.
See the LSCFN Health and Safety Manual for additional information on winter driving.
Procedure
The Executive Director will post office closure notice to All Users on the LSCFN intranet.

Related Policy
LSCFN Health & Safety Manual Element 3: Safe Work Practices -#14 Driving –winter
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2.5

LSCFN General Assembly Attendance

Scope
All Employees
Purpose
• Employee attendance at General Assemblies
Policy
Attendance at the Annual General Assembly is mandatory for all employees. Staff may be
required to provide information to the Assembly and to provide support to the LSCFN
Government.
The four principles of our Traditional Laws/Dooli are: Caring, Sharing, Respect and Teaching and serve
as a guide on how we treat one another and how we interact with one another. These guiding
principles should be observed at all times.
All Directors are required to report to the Assembly. Written staff reports are required as requested by
the Directors.
During General Assembly, Employees are required to maintain the provisions within the Conflict
of Interest (Policy 4.4) and Code of Conduct & Confidentiality (Appendix 2)
Employees may speak as Citizens at a General Assembly provided that they follow the policy
as outlined above. Nothing in this policy will restrict a citizen’s constitutional rights.
Procedure
The Overtime Request and Approval (Appendix 23) form is required by all Employees prior to
attending the Assembly. Employees are entitled to regular pay for days of the General Assembly
that fall on regular work days. Employees will be compensated for hours in attendance on
weekends at a rate of time and one half.
Travel will be available for employees with vehicles. Travel cost will be determined by the
Executive Director. Purchase orders for employees to travel to and from the Assembly site will
be issued by the Directors.
Related Policy
Policy 4.4 – Conflict of Interest
Appendix 2 – Code of Conduct & Confidentiality
Appendix 23 – Overtime Request and Approval
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2.6

Harassment and Discrimination

Scope
All Employees, Chief and Councillors, management, contractors, clients, Citizens and general public.
Purpose
• To establish a workplace that is free from illegal discrimination and harassment.
• To create awareness of legal requirements.
• To provide recourse to any individual who experiences illegal discrimination or harassment.
• To promote a positive atmosphere at work.
Policy
LSCFN is committed to providing a safe and respectful work environment. No one, whether an
executive member, an Employee, a contractor, a client, a Citizen or a member of the public,
has to put up with illegal discrimination or harassment, for any reason, in any place where
they are engaged in LSCFN business. It is also important for Employees to know that their
relationship with their colleagues extends beyond the workplace.
Discrimination and Accommodation
LSCFN will respond in a timely, confidential and sensitive manner to requests for individual
workplace accommodation.
This policy addresses our responsibilities under the Canadian Human Rights Act, which
prohibits discrimination on the grounds of race, nationality or ethnic origin, colour, religion,
age, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, family status, disability or conviction for which a
pardon has been granted.
LSCFN has a duty as an employer to provide individual accommodation up to the point
of undue hardship, and the responsibility to minimize the need for individual accommodation
by ensuring that any rules, policies, standards or practices are not discriminatory. If
you require individual accommodation, please complete the Accommodation Request Form in
Appendix 3.
Harassment
Harassment is any behaviour that demeans, humiliates, or embarrasses a person. It is any
behaviour that a reasonable person should have known would be unwelcome. It includes
actions, comments, or displays. It may be a single incident or continue over time. Harassment
is a lack of respect. Harassment is against the law.
Harassment is also a form of discrimination. Every Employee has the right to equal
treatment in employment without discrimination based on a Canadian Human Rights Act
prohibited ground, and the right to be free from harassment based on a prohibited ground.
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Examples of harassment:
•
•
•
•

•

Includes written or verbal abuse or threats related to a prohibited ground
Unwelcome remarks, jokes, slurs, taunting, bullying about a person’s body, race, national
or ethnic origin, political belief/affiliation/activities, sexual orientation or any of the
other grounds of discrimination
Ignoring, isolating or segregating a person or group because of their sex, race,
or other prohibited grounds.
Materials that are racist, sexist, anti-gay or anti-lesbian, or insulting because of any
grounds of discrimination and that are displayed publicly, circulated in the
workplace, or put in someone’s work space or belongings, or on a computer or fax
machine
Unwelcome or unwanted physical contact ranging from touching, grabbing, and
pinching to assault.

Sexual Harassment
Sexual harassment is any conduct, comment, gesture or contact of a sexual nature that is likely
to cause offence or humiliation to any Employee or that might, on reasonable grounds, be
perceived by that Employee as placing a condition of a sexual nature on employment or on any
opportunity for training or promotion.
Every Employee is entitled to employment free of sexual harassment. LSCFN will make every
reasonable effort to ensure that no Employee is subjected to sexual harassment. LSCFN will
take such disciplinary measures as it deems appropriate against any person under LSCFN’s
direction who subjects any Employee to sexual harassment.
LSCFN will not disclose the name of a complainant or the circumstances related to the
complaint to any person except where disclosure is necessary for the purposes of investigating
the complaint or taking disciplinary measures in relation thereto.
Employees may, at any time, make a complaint to under the Canadian Human Rights Act in
respect of sexual harassment.
Abuse of Authority
Abuse of authority refers to an individual’s improper use of power and authority inherent in the
position held, by means of intimidation, threats, blackmail or coercion.
This includes actions which endanger an Employee’s job, undermines an Employee’s ability to
perform the job or threaten the economic livelihood of an Employee. However, it does not
include the legitimate exercise of an individual’s supervisory power or authority.
LSCFN employees have the right to be free of any abuse of authority.
Political Affiliation Harassment
Political affiliation refers to the act or condition of being affiliated, allied or associated with
another person, body or organization, and includes affiliation (as evidenced by membership or
open and active participation) with any political party (federal or territorial), municipally
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elected officials, or any members of past or present Chiefs and Councils. Employees have the
right to be free from harassment based on political affiliation.
Personal Harassment
Disrespectful behaviour, commonly known as “personal harassment” and bullying, demeans its
victims, is generally abusive, insulting, and degrading, and for which there is no legitimate
purpose. It can occur between co-workers, customers/clients, Citizens, contractors, Employees
and supervisors, etc.
Personal harassment is not covered by human rights legislation. However, this LSCFN policy
includes protection against personal harassment, because it has similar effects on the health
and safety of Employees and a negative impact on productivity and the bottom line in the
workplace.
Statements of Responsibility
The LSCFN, all supervisors and Employees have a responsibility to prevent discrimination,
harassment and bullying.
LSCFN will treat seriously any form of harassment and any discrimination based on a prohibited
ground that occurs in the workplace, whether or not a complaint has been made. Employees
are encouraged to assist LSCFN in its attempts to prevent and eliminate harassment in the
workplace by treating co-workers with courtesy and respect. LSCFN will do its best to deal with
any complaints which may arise in a fair and respectful manner.
Employees’ Responsibilities
All Employees have the responsibility to treat each other with respect, and to speak up if
they or someone else is being harassed. All Employees have the responsibility to report
harassment to the appropriate person. All Employees are responsible for respecting the
confidentiality of anyone involved in a harassment complaint.
Supervisors’ Responsibilities
Each Director and Supervisor is responsible for fostering a safe working environment,
free of harassment. Supervisors must set an example of appropriate workplace behaviour and
must deal with situations of harassment immediately upon becoming aware of them, whether
or not there has been a complaint.
LSCFN’s Responsibilities
LSCFN will treat all incidents of harassment seriously. Complaints will be dealt with in a manner
that as confidential and expeditious as possible. Confidentiality will be maintained throughout
the investigation to the extent practical and appropriate under the circumstances. LSCFN will
discipline anyone who has harassed a person or group, or who retaliates in any way against
anyone who has complained of harassment, given evidence in harassment investigations or
has been found guilty of harassment. LSCFN will discipline supervisors who do not act properly
to end harassment.
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Procedure
Note: If the harassment complaint is of a criminal assault nature, it will be immediately
reported to the police.
Steps in making a Harassment Complaint:
When you feel you are being subjected to harassment take the following steps:
Step 1. Speak up – Speak up right away; tell the person that you are not comfortable with their
behaviour, and want it to stop. You can speak to them directly or write them a letter (date it
and keep a copy). If this does not resolve the situation, or you are uncomfortable in doing so,
proceed to Step 2.
Step 2. Report it – If the behaviour occurs again, or if you are unable to deal directly with the person
who is harassing you, schedule a meeting to discuss the nature of the complaint with the
Human Resource representative. If the Human Resources representative is involved in the
complaint, report the harassment to the Executive Director. Use the Discrimination and
Harassment Complaint Form in Appendix 4.
Step 3. Optional Mediation Process – This process is overseen by the Human Resources
representative. In some cases, the Human Resources representative could act as the mediator.
Alternatively, a mutually-agreed-upon mediator from outside or inside LSCFN may help settle
the complaint. Both parties have the right to refuse mediation, and if mediation is refused it
will not impact the investigation process. If mediation does become part of the process, each
person has the right to be accompanied and assisted during mediation sessions by someone
they choose.
Other informal methods or any other traditional methods of resolving the situation may
be used if both parties agree.
Step 4.

Investigation – If the Human Resources representative determines that the situation warrants
an investigation, complaints not resolved in Steps 1, 2 or 3 will be investigated by a specialized
harassment investigator. This person will investigate the complaint thoroughly. All Employees
have a responsibility to cooperate in the investigation. Both parties have a right to be
accompanied by someone with whom they feel comfortable during any interviews or
meetings. The investigator will provide a written investigation report to the Executive
Director.

Substantiated Complaints
If the investigator decides the complaint is valid, the investigator may recommend appropriate
remedies and disciplinary action. The Executive Director will decide what action to take and
will inform both parties of the decision in writing. Harassers may also be obliged to attend an
anti-harassment training session.
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Unsubstantiated Complaints
If there is not enough evidence to support an allegation of harassment, the investigator
will not recommend any remedies or disciplinary action. In the event that the complaint was
made in bad faith, the complainant will be subject to the same penalties as a harasser and the
person unjustly accused will be given the benefit of any necessary remedies, as determined by
the Executive Director.
Retaliation
Anyone who retaliates in any way against a person who has made or reported a harassment
complaint, will be subject to the same penalties as a harasser.
Interpersonal Conflicts
For all interpersonal conflicts in the workplace, that do not qualify as discrimination or
harassment the LSCFN anticipates that the Employees involved will make every effort to resolve
the issue themselves. If required the Human Resources representative will be available to
assist in the resolution of any disagreement.

Related Policy
Policy 4.1 – Disciplinary Process
Appendix 3 – Accommodation Request Form
Appendix 4 – Discrimination and Harassment Complaint Form
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2.7

Information Systems

Scope
All Employees, and other users of LSCFN computers
Purpose
This policy has been implemented to allow LSCFN to enforce its policies regarding the following issues:
• harassment and safety of individuals
• protection against seriously damaging or legal consequences and to safeguard the integrity
of computers, networks, and data
Policy
LSCFN computers contain confidential information; therefore this Policy applies to all users
of LSCFN computers. All existing LSCFN policies apply to Employees’ conduct on the internet
and email, notably the Confidentiality Policy 4.3. When working on the internet or e-mail,
Employees are expected to conduct themselves in a lawful manner.
Internet Use:
Generally, internet access is provided for use in work-related activities such as research.
Personal use is also permitted during personal time, such as lunch or rest period provided that
such use does not:
•
Interfere with LSCFN operations.
•
Generate incremental identifiable costs to LSCFN.
•
Negatively impact the user’s job performance.
•
Violate any laws or LSCFN policies.
•
Display or transmit words, images or sounds that are offensive to a reasonable person.
LSCFN reserves the right to inspect and monitor any and all files stored on its computers or
network to ensure compliance with this policy.
No Employee should have any expectation of privacy as to his/her electronic mail and internet
usage.
Facebook and Chat Programs:
Facebook and Chat programs are not to be installed on LSCFN computer systems. There may be
exceptions to this rule should a work-related use be found, and if so, there must be written
approval from both the Director and the Executive Director.
Games:
Computer games are not to be played by anyone at work or on any LSCFN computers at any time.
Email:
Email is a business communication tool and users must use this tool in a responsible,
effective and lawful manner. Although by its nature email seems to be less formal than other
written communication, the same laws apply. Therefore, it is important that users are aware of
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the following:
•
•
•

Do not send or forward emails with any libellous, defamatory, offensive, racist or
obscene remarks.
Do not unlawfully forward or copy messages without permission.
Do not send an attachment that knowingly contains a virus.

All email accounts maintained on our email systems are the property of LSCFN. This also
includes hard copies of emails. Passwords must not be given to other people and must be
changed every 6 months.
The IT department has access to our email accounts and can verify if an individual’s email
usage contravenes this policy.
Procedure
By following the guidelines in this policy, the email user can minimize the legal risks involved in
the use of their computer. If any user disregards the rules set out in this Information Systems
Policy, the user will be fully liable.
The following rules are to be strictly adhered to:
•
It is strictly prohibited to send or forward emails containing libellous, defamatory,
offensive, racist or obscene remarks. If you receive an email of this nature, you must
promptly notify your Director.
•
Do not send unsolicited email messages.
•
Do not forge or attempt to forge email messages.
•
Do not send email messages using another person’s email account.
•
Do not disguise or attempt to disguise your identity when sending mail.
•
Do not use your computer to download software or games.
•
Do not use your computer for the purposes of on-line gambling.
Although LSCFN’s email system is meant for business use, LSCFN allows the reasonable use of
email for personal use if certain guidelines are adhered to:
•
Personal use of email should not interfere with work.
•
Personal emails must also adhere to the guidelines in this policy.
•
The forwarding of chain letters, junk mail, jokes and .exe files is strictly forbidden.
•
Do not send or respond to spam mass mailings.
•
All messages distributed via the LSCFN’s email system, even personal emails, are
LSCFN’s property. This includes all hardcopies of emails.
Violation of the above policy and procedures will result in discipline.
Related Policy
Policy 4.1 – Disciplinary Process
Policy 4.3 – Confidentiality
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3. Staffing Practices
3.1

Employment Categories

Scope
All Employees
Purpose
•
•
•

To define employment categories
To determine the Employer/Employee relationship
To clarify requirements for benefits

Procedure
Employment Categories
Regular full-time Employees: those Employees who work the customary number of hours
weekly, at least 35, and who maintain continuous regular employment.
Regular part-time Employees are those Employees who work less than 35 hours weekly but
not less than 17.5 hours, and who work on a continuous basis.
Term Employees are those who work either full-time or part-time on an annual or monthly
salary for a fixed term. Length of terms will be based on the proposed duration of the project,
but are a minimum of three months.
Casual Employees are hired by the hour, either full-time or part-time for a short term (such
as during summer months). Casual Employees are paid for statutory holidays if employment
has exceeded 30 calendar days. Vacation pay is a percentage of gross salary earned and is
paid on each pay. Only Statutory Benefits will be provided.
Auxiliary On-Call Employees are hired by the hour and called in to assist or fill in for regular
Employees. On-call Employees have no guaranteed number of call-ins or hours per call-in. They
are available for call-ins for an indeterminate length of time, and are only eligible for Statutory
Benefits.

Related Policies
Policy 2.3 – Hours of Work
Policy 3.2 – Recruitment Policy
Policy-5 – Employee Benefits
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3.2

Recruitment Policy

Scope
All existing and potential Employees
Purpose:
•
•

To clearly outline the procedures to be followed when recruiting staff to the LSCFN.
To provide policy definitions for exemptions to the standard recruitment practices.

Policy:
Employment opportunities shall be open to all qualified applicants based on their knowledge,
skills, abilities, and personal suitability. Preference will be given to qualified Citizens.
Job descriptions and job postings will note that criminal and financial security checks will be
undertaken, if necessary. Security clearance positions are identified as per Background Security Checks
3.5.
All competition information is considered Confidential Information and the LSCFN Code of
Conduct applies. Only representatives of the HR department can speak to any open or
closed competition process.
Procedure:
When a position is created, or becomes vacant the following procedure must be followed:
The Request for Recruitment Form (Appendix 6) and Hiring Checklist (Appendix 5) must be
initiated and filed with the Human Resources Department.
Only a representative of the Human Resources Department may prepare and make offers of
employment. All offers of employment must be made in writing at the time of hiring.
In exceptional circumstances, the Executive Director has the authority to make an appointment
directly with the consensus of Chief and Council.
Step 1: Review
•

The supervisor reviews (or creates) the job description and ensures that it is still
accurate and relevant to the position. If not, the supervisor revises the job description
with the assistance of the Human Resources representative or designate. The job
description is also re-classified within the wage scale if there are any substantive changes.
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Step 2: Hiring Committee
•

An Executive Hiring Committee is struck as per below:
a) For the Executive Director:
• A quorum of Chief and Council
• The Human Resources representative or designate
• An expert in the field if required

•

A Hiring Committee is struck as per below:
b) For Director positions, at least three members consisting of:
• A councillor holding the applicable portfolio, or the Chief, or Deputy Chief
• The Human Resources representative or designate
• The Executive Director
• The LSCFN Hiring Committee
c) For all other positions, at least three members consisting of the following:
• The Director and/or immediate supervisor
• Human Resources representative or designate
• The LSCFN Hiring Committee

Step 3: Job Posting
•

The Human Resources Department will create a job posting according to the criteria above.

•

The supervisor will review and approve or modify the job posting.

•

The duration, locations and method of the job posting will be at the discretion of the
Supervisor/Director or Executive Director.

Step 4: Screening Process
•
The Human Resources Department will complete the Applicant Screening Form in
Appendix 7 within 5 days of the competition closing.
• If any Immediate Family members of an applicant are on the hiring committee, a
replacement for them on the hiring committee will be found.
• The Hiring Committee will meet to screen the applicants based on the completed
screening form and decide which applicants to interview.
• If a current or former LSCFN Employee applies on a position then screening may
include reviewing their personnel files.
• Preferential hiring criteria apply at this point in the recruitment process.
Only 1st priority applicants will be screened in for interviews, unless there are no 1st
priority applicants, in which case the hiring committee will screen in the 2nd priority
applicants.
• 1st – LSCFN Citizens
• 2nd – remaining applicants
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Step 5: Interview Process
•

Interviews will be scheduled by the Human Resources Department to occur as
soon as reasonably possible.
• The Human Resources Department will review the list of interview questions with
the Supervisor.
• After the interviews the Hiring Committee will complete the Competition Results
Form (Appendix 8)
For all positions applicants must score a minimum of 60% in the interview in order to
be considered for the position.
•

If no applicants score over 60% then the Hiring Committee will go back and screen in
the next Priority group of applicants.
• If there are no remaining qualified applicants then the Hiring Committee may decide to
re-post the position.
Step 6: Reference Checks and Security Checks
•

The Human Resources Department will review the list of reference check questions
with the Supervisor.
• The highest ranking applicant will have at least two job-related supervisory reference
checks completed by the Human Resources Department. LSCFN reserves the right to
conduct any type of reference check, such as internet searches, and reviewing
personnel files if the applicant previously worked for LSCFN.
•

If the reference checks are positive then the job will be offered to the applicant. If the
reference checks are negative then the hiring committee can either decide to conduct
two reference checks on the next highest ranking applicant (and so on) or decide to
re-post the position, or cancel the Hiring Process altogether.
• If required for the position, security checks will also be carried out and paid for by
LSCFN, with the applicant’s consent.
Step 7: Offer of Employment
•

When the applicant is chosen, the Human Resources Department, or designate
shall be responsible for notifying the successful applicant in writing. No one else on the
hiring committee shall speak to the applicants regarding the competition upon
completion of the interviews.

• The supervisor must complete a Letter of Offer Request Form (Appendix 9) and submit
it to the Human Resources Department.
• The salary offered must be within the level the position is classified in, generally the
salary offer is at Tier 1 of the applicable level but the Management Committee has the
discretion to offer a higher level.
• If the selected applicant refuses, the Hiring Committee can decide to go to the second
ranking applicant and conduct reference checks or re-post the position, or cancel the
Hiring Process altogether.
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•

Prior to employment, the successful applicant must sign a copy of the Letter of Offer
to show that he or she understands and agrees to the conditions of employment.
The Departmental director must sign the Letter of Offer on behalf of the LSCFN. In the
case of a Director the letter is signed by the Executive Director, in the case of the
Executive Director the letter is signed by the Chief.
• The Human Resources Department will notify all unsuccessful applicants within a
reasonable amount of time, by way of a formal regret letter.
• If an internal applicant is selected for a position, the previous and new supervisor will
agree to a mutually acceptable start date.
3.2.1.

Eligibility Lists

Eligibility Lists may be established for positions that may arise in the future (e.g., Casual,
auxiliary on-call). If an eligibility list is going to be established for a position, a notice of that fact
must be included in the job posting. A separate competition specifically for an eligibility list may
also be conducted.
3.2.2. Post-Interview
Any applicant may request feedback. The Human Resources Department will handle all
questions from applicants with respect to the recruitment process. General information on the
interview results can be provided, however detailed interview scores and reference check
information will not be provided. If an applicant provides evidence of a process breach or
problem, they can complete the Competition Review Form (Appendix 10) within 7 days from the
date of decision.
3.2.3.

Probationary Period

All probationary periods are three (3) months, except for Director positions, which are six (6)
months. Prior to the end of the probationary period, an interim performance evaluation must
be performed and deficiencies noted. Once an interim performance evaluation has been
completed, a note to the personnel file will be made with regard to the change of status.
With the exception of Directors, the probationary period may be extended once for three (3)
months if the supervisor makes the request and the HR representative is in agreement.
However, it is important for the supervisor to be providing feedback throughout the
probationary period.
If, during the probationary period, LSCFN concludes, in its sole and absolute discretion,
that the Employee is unsuitable for the position or is unable to properly carry out the duties
and responsibilities, LSCFN may terminate the Employee’s employment, upon provision of two
(2) weeks’ notice or pay-in-lieu thereof, in accordance with the terms of the Employee’s Letter
of Offer.
3.2.4. Student Hire
LSCFN students presently enrolled in a post-secondary program or having completed a
post-secondary program within the last six (6) months may be hired for full or part-time term
positions relevant to their education without holding a competition, or going through all or
parts of the hiring process. This only applies to term positions.
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3.2.5.

Hiring of Former Employees

No previous Employees who have been dismissed with cause shall be considered for employment with
LSCFN for a period of 12 months following their dismissal with cause.

3.2.6.

Short Term Hire

With the approval of the Director, hiring of an individual for a maximum of 15 days may be allowed
without a job posting.

Related Policies
Policy 3.2.1 – Eligibility Lists
Policy 3.5 – Background Security Checks
Policy 7.1 – Performance Evaluation
Policy 7.2 – Job Classification
Policy 7.3 – Job Descriptions
Appendix 5 – Hiring Checklist
Appendix 6 – Request for Recruitment
Appendix 7 – Applicant Screening Form
Appendix 8 – Competition Results Form
Appendix 9 – Letter of Offer Request Form
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3.3 Relocation Benefits
Scope
All Employees
Purpose
• To enhance the ability of LSCFN to attract qualified personnel.
Policy
When the LSCFN recruitment process selects an applicant who does not live within the town
of their employment (i.e. Whitehorse or Carmacks) the applicant may be eligible for relocation
assistance as follows:
• If moving to Whitehorse or Carmacks from another community within the Yukon,
a payment of up to $2000.00 will be made based on submitted original receipts. The
move must be by the most economical means and be based on two quotes. Only one
payment will be made per household in the case where more than one person from a
family is recruited.
• If moving to Carmacks or Whitehorse from elsewhere in Canada, LSCFN may pay all or
part of the costs of relocation based on submitting original receipts. The move must be
by the most economical means and be based on two quotes. Only one payment will be
made per household in the case where more than one person from a family is recruited.
The maximum amount will be agreed upon and stipulated in the letter of offer.
Relocation expenses are considered to be:
•
•
•
•
•

Meals and accommodation for the period during which the Employee is looking for
permanent housing
Mileage, if using own vehicle for transportation
Costs of a rental vehicle or moving company
Any other costs the supervisor, Human Resources representative and the applicant
agree to in advance of signing the Relocation Agreement.
All rates follow the LSCFN Travel Policy (see Finance Policy x.xx for the current rates)

Procedure
The applicant must sign a Relocation Agreement (Appendix 11) and agrees to re-pay a
pro-rated amount of the assistance if she or he voluntarily leaves or is dismissed with cause
within two (2) years of starting employment. LSCFN may also disregard the repayment schedule
at its discretion. The amount to be repaid will be according to the following table.

Percentage of Relocation Costs Required to be Paid Back
Duration of Employment post relocation

100%
50%
25%
0%

Duration of Employment post relocation Percentage of
Relocation Costs Required to be
Paid Back

Less than 6 months
6 month – 1 year
1 – 2 years
2+ years
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LSCFN is not responsible for any damage incurred to household and personal effects while
being moved under this policy. Employees must ensure that adequate insurance is obtained.
If there is an employer-initiated transfer from one office to another, all transfer costs and
expenses will be paid by LSCFN, and will be subject to all provisions within this policy.
Related Policy
Appendix 11 – Relocation Agreement
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3.4

Acting Appointments

Scope
All Employees
Purpose
•
•
•

To determine when to appoint an acting position
To set out a process for appointing Employees to acting positions
To ensure the duties of the LSCFN government are carried out in a timely manner.

Policy
Acting positions occur for a minimum of five days or longer and will receive appropriate
compensation. It is recommended that only one Employee be appointed to act for a
director during a period of absence.
Procedure
Directors decide on acting supervisors within their department and final approval must come
from the Director of the department, or the Executive Director in the case of an acting Director.
The Human Resource Department must be notified in writing of the acting assignment. Acting
pay will come into effect upon receipt of the proper forms by Finance (see Appendix 31 – Acting
Appointment Form). If the individual requires revised signing authority, it will be handled by the
Finance Department.
Related Policy
Policy 6.4 – Acting Pay
Appendix 31 – Acting Appointment Form
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3.5

Background Security Checks

Scope
All Employees

Purpose:
•

The purpose of requiring background checks for identified positions is to minimize the likelihood
of risk, damage, and injury to the public in general and specifically to the clients we serve.

Policy
The types of background checks which may be requested are dependent on the position and include:
•
•
•

Credit Check
Criminal Records Check
Vulnerable Sector Check

Criminal records checks and vulnerable sector checks will be coordinated with the relevant RCMP forms
and procedures. The individual’s consent is required to undertake any background check. LSCFN will
maintain the confidentiality of the information obtained from a background check. In order to safeguard
individual privacy, background checks will only be required when individual will be offered a position
that has been identified as requiring a background check. This will be indicated in both the job posting
and consent will be requested with the conditional letter of offer.
LSCFN may require a satisfactory vulnerable sector check as a condition of employment where the
position involves contact with a vulnerable person. Vulnerable persons are those who, because of age, a
disability, or other circumstances, whether temporary or permanent, are (a) in a position of dependence
on others or (b) are otherwise at a greater risk than the general population of being harmed by a person
in a position of authority or trust relative to them.
LSCFN will pay for the costs of any background checks.

Procedure
The Hiring Committee will ensure that the requirement for a background check is listed as a mandatory
condition of employment on job postings. The Human Resources representative will manage the
background check process with the RCMP or credit check company. Applicants will be provided with a
Consent Form with their offer of employment. The offer of employment will be conditional upon
satisfactory background checks.
Where a background check is a mandatory condition of employment, it is the applicant’s/Employee’s
responsibility to notify LSCFN of any convictions immediately.

Related Policies
Policy 3.2 – Recruitment Policy
Policy 7.6 – Employment Termination
Appendix 13 – Consent to a Background Security Check Form
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4 Employee Conduct and Disciplinary Action
4.1 Disciplinary Process
Scope
All Employees, except for Employees while they are in their probationary period.
Purpose
• To promote a healthy, positive climate of self-discipline.
• To maintain consistent, effective group standards.
• To ensure that Employees are fairly and equitably treated.
• To give Employees the opportunity to take corrective action and to give management
time to work with Employees to help identify solutions.
• Employees should feel free to report workplace safety concerns with no fear of repercussions.
Policy
Management will ensure that all Employees are aware of and understand rules, standards,
policies and procedures of LSCFN. A copy of the LSCFN Human Resources Policy manual is
provided to all Employees. (Acknowledgement and Agreement to HR Policy Terms Form
Appendix 1)
Discipline will generally be progressive in nature, moving in steps from a minor reprimand for
the first offence to termination as the final action. However, there may be situations where a
first offence or an Employee’s conduct or behaviour warrants the imposition of a higher level of
discipline.
Serious offences, such as, but not limited to, fighting, verbal or physical threats, theft, fraud,
forgery, breach of confidentiality are not dealt with by means of progressive discipline. An
Employee who commits these offences may be terminated for the first offence.
In addition to verbal and written reprimands, other disciplinary actions, such as suspensions
with or without pay, may be imposed.
All disciplinary decisions will remain in the Employee’s file.
Procedure
Disciplinary action will be consistent and fair and will apply to everyone. Under similar
conditions and circumstances, the same type of reprimand should be used.
All supervisors taking disciplinary action are encouraged, but not required, to fill in the
Disciplinary Action Checklist (Appendix 14) and adhere to the following steps. Supervisors must
review the steps with the department director and the Human Resources representative prior
to taking action.
All records of any disciplinary actions will be copied to the Employee’s file maintained by the
Human Resources Department. The Human Resources Department will maintain the files
and review all disciplinary actions.
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Guidelines for the Disciplinary Process:
1.

Verbal Reprimand:
A verbal reprimand is given directly by the supervisor to the Employee. This is followed
by a written memo to the Employee’s file which gives a full written account of the verbal
reprimand (Disciplinary Action List Appendix 14). The Employee may submit a written
comment on the verbal reprimand to the supervisor with a copy to his/her personnel file.

2.

3.

4.

First Written Reprimand:
The first written reprimand includes the date, time and location of incident and
describes the nature of the undesirable performance or behaviour and how it relates to
job and organizational performance. It identifies any Human Resources policy that relates
to the incident. If there were witnesses, they should be identified. All information needs
to be recorded promptly; it should be objective and based on observations. The First
Written Reprimand is to be sent to the Employee, and a copy to his/her personnel
file using the Disciplinary Action List in Appendix 14. The Employee may submit a
written comment on the First Written reprimand to the supervisor with a copy to
his/her personnel file.
Second Written Reprimand:
This covers all the requirements of Step number two above but also states that it is the
second warning for the Employee and that suspension and/or termination are the
next steps. This notification is to be sent to the Employee and a copy to his/her
personnel file. The Employee may submit a written comment on the Second Written
reprimand to the supervisor with a copy to his/her personnel file.
Optional Step: Suspension
If circumstances require, the Employee may be given a suspension with or without pay.
The Employee is provided with a copy of the discipline form and notified that the next
step is termination.
All suspensions will be signed by the Departmental Director (or Executive Director in the
case of a Director).

5.

Termination:
Termination will occur where an Employee(s) fails to respond to prior measures to
improve job performance or to follow policies. A termination letter must be given to
employee. (Supervisors are to complete Appendix 14 for the Employee’s file).

Employees are entitled to dispute any step of the disciplinary process through the Grievance
Policy. Assistance may be provided to Employees, such as mediation and a meeting with the
Executive Director.
All termination letters will be reviewed by the Executive Director as well as the Department
Director to ensure that all policy and procedure guidelines are followed. All letters must
be signed by the Departmental Director. Termination letters for Directors must be signed
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by the Executive Director. Termination of the Executive Director must be signed by the Chief.
No disciplinary action against any Employee will be used for the purpose of taking further
disciplinary action against the Employee after a period of twelve (12) months has elapsed
following the disciplinary action. Upon the elapsed time of twelve (12) months from the
disciplinary action, any subsequent disciplinary action will be dropped back one level. However
the disciplinary records will remain in the Employee’s personnel file.

Related Policy
Policy 4.2 – Substance Abuse
Policy 7.6 - Employment Termination
Appendix 1 – Acknowledgment and Agreement to HR Policy Terms Form
Appendix 14 – Disciplinary Action Checklist
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4.2 Substance Abuse
Scope
All Employees
Purpose
• To provide a substance-free, healthy and safe workplace.
Policy
LSCFN does not allow drug or alcohol use during working hours. No one will be allowed to work
while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
Dealing with substance abuse is the responsibility of both the Employee and the LSCFN.
The LSCFN will support the Employee by encouraging the use of existing programs and by
providing scheduled leave for treatment. No Employee will be disciplined or discharged due to
a request for help in overcoming substance dependence or because of involvement in a
rehabilitation effort.
If an Employee dealing with substance abuse does not seek help and their job performance
continues to deteriorate, the Employee will be subjected to the disciplinary process. If there is
still no improvement, the Employee’s employment may be terminated.
If an Employee is in a job that can affect health and safety, they shall be removed from that
job until such time as the substance problem has been addressed. If the problem is not
successfully addressed, the Employee will be subject to the disciplinary process and the
employee’s employment may be terminated.
Procedure
The LSCFN encourages Employees dealing with substance abuse to use programs already
established in the community.
If an Employee comes to work under the influence of drugs or alcohol, or if the supervisor has
reason to believe they are under the influence, they will be sent home immediately. The
following day the Employee, supervisor, Human Resources representative, and Departmental
Director (if necessary), will meet to discuss the appropriate course of action in dealing with the
matter.
If an Employee, upon professional recommendation, such as a professional as identified
under the Employee Assistance Plan (see Policy 5.4), chooses to enter a treatment program
requiring time off from work, LSCFN may provide leave with pay at a rate of 80% of the
Employee’s salary. LSCFN may also contribute towards the costs of the treatment program.
Prior to entering the treatment program the Employee will be required to sign the Treatment
Program Participation Agreement (Appendix 15) which shall outline the payback schedule for
the leave and program costs should the Employee not successfully complete the program
and/or not return to work.
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Related Policy
Policy 2.6 – Harassment and Discrimination
Policy 4.1 – Disciplinary Process
Policy 5.4 – Employee Assistance Plan
Appendix 3 – Accommodation Request Form
Appendix 15 – Treatment Program Participation Agreement
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4.3 Confidentiality
Scope
All Employees
Purpose
•

To ensure that LSCFN’s business is kept confidential.

Policy
Confidential Information – any and all information or knowledge which is known or
available to Employees through the course of their employment at LSCFN and which is not
known or available to Citizens or the public, such as, but not limited to: that which is discussed
by Chief and Council during “in camera” meetings; that which is discussed at committee
meetings held “in camera”; matters dealing with individual Employees; and matters dealing
with finance. Certain departments, such as those dealing with client information, may have
additional restrictions and requirements.
Confidentiality - discretion in keeping information which is considered Confidential Information.
All Employees are required to maintain the Confidentiality of Confidential Information
entrusted to them by LSCFN, except when disclosure is authorized or legally mandated. All
Employees are to use caution and good judgment in discussing with outsiders and fellow
workers information related to their job and/or operations of the LSCFN.
Information for public release must be approved by Chief and Council. Only the Chief and
anyone else he/she so designates, is authorized to speak to the media. Authorization must
be given by formal approval by Chief and Council via a resolution. Only those positions which
are specifically identified as such shall be permitted to speak to the media on behalf of the
LSCFN.
A serious breach of this policy by existing Employees may result in termination with cause
or other disciplinary action.
If a breach occurs after the Employee has left the LSCFN, it may result in legal action.
Procedure
All Employees must sign and adhere to the Code of Conduct & Confidentiality (Appendix 2)
upon commencement of employment. If there is a break in employment, a new Code of Conduct
& Confidentiality must be signed.
Related Policy
Policy 4.1 – Disciplinary Process
Appendix 2 – Code of Conduct & Confidentiality
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4.4 Conflict of Interest
Scope
All Employees
Purpose
•
•
Policy

To provide guidelines that will prevent any perceived or real conflict of interest to
ensure that honesty and impartiality may be beyond doubt.
To ensure that all public statements from the LSCFN are acceptable and appropriate.

The LSCFN has established standards of Employee conduct in order to maintain public
confidence in its impartiality, professionalism and integrity. The LSCFN must ensure that:
•
Employees discharge their responsibilities in the highest ethical manner and that
decisions are based solely on what is in the Citizens’ interest;
•
•

Employees do not benefit unduly from their employment with the LSCFN above
and beyond normal remuneration; and
Employees are provided with advice and guidelines with respect to appropriate
conduct or potential Conflicts of Interest.

All Employees are responsible for conducting themselves in a manner that maintains and
fosters their Citizen’s trust. No conflict should exist or appear to exist between the private or
personal interests of Employees and their official duties.
Employees have a duty to disclose to their supervisor any situation in which they are involved
which may pose a Conflict of Interest and to provide information as required.
Employees shall not place themselves in positions where they may be under obligation to any
person who might benefit from special considerations or to have monetary interests which could
conflict in any manner with the discharge of their duties as Employees of the LSCFN.
Employees shall exercise care in the management of their private affairs so as not to benefit,
or appear to benefit, from the use of information acquired during the course of their
work - when such information is not generally available to members.
Employees shall not place themselves in a position where they could derive direct or indirect
benefit or interest from LSCFN contracts over which they can influence decisions.
Employees shall hold no outside office or employment that could place on them demands
inconsistent with their official duties of the LSCFN or calls into question their capacity to
perform these duties in an objective manner.
Employees shall not give, in the performance of their duties, preferential treatment to
relatives or friends or to organizations in which they or their relatives or friends have an
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interest -- financial or otherwise.
Private businesses owned by Employees may perform work or provide services for the LSCFN
only where those private businesses have submitted the lower of at least two bids for the work
or service.
All Employees are expected to disclose to their Supervisors all business interests, whether
commercial or financial, where such interests might conceivably be construed as being in
actual or potential conflict with their duties.
Employees are free to comment on public issues; however they may not publically criticize
policies, programs or decisions which they have had the opportunity to influence or
formulate. The LSCFN Government respects the rights of its citizens to participate in all regular
and special assemblies, as such all LSCFN citizens who are employees are free to participate in
any agenda item that does not directly have an impact on or is impacted by their day to day
employment. The LSCFN Government expects that citizens will participate in discussion
without contravening the Confidentiality or Conflict of Interest policies.
Employees may not accept additional compensation for duties which they perform in the course
of their employment (e.g. honoraria).
Procedure
All Employees must sign the Code of Conduct & Confidentiality (Appendix 2).
An Employee who considers that he/she could be in a Conflict of Interest shall notify their
Supervisor immediately. The Supervisor will respond to the matter under discussion with
the Employee and attempt to resolve it. However, should the matter not be resolved, the
Supervisor will outline the situation in writing and forward it to the Executive Director. The
Executive Director shall inform the Employee of the conduct expected. This decision is binding.
Related Policy
Policy 4.1 – Disciplinary Process
Policy 2.5 – LSCFN General Assembly Attendance
Appendix 2 – Code of Conduct & Confidentiality
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Scope
All Employees
Purpose
•

To ensure proper use and care of all LSCFN equipment

Policy
Users of all LSCFN equipment are expected to practice good judgment and to demonstrate a
sense of responsibility in an ethical manner, demonstrating integrity and professionalism. All
equipment such as computers, cell phones, vehicles etc. remains the property of LSCFN; users
have no rights of ownership.
The use of these resources is not a right but a privilege and is subject to the terms of this policy.
4.5.1 Telephone Usage
• Employees of LSCFN are expected to use their telephones in a responsible manner.
• Limit the use of your telephone for personal calls
• Ensure your voice mail greeting is appropriate and notifies your callers of any absence.
• Do not use your telephone for personal long-distance calls except in the case of an emergency.
4.5.2 Cell Phone Usage
• Acquisition of cell phones must be approved by the Department Director (as per Appendix 25).
• All data on the cell phone is the property of LSCFN so do not store personal information
on your cell phone.
4.5.3 Computer Usage
• Acquisition of computers must be approved by the Department Director.
• All data on the computer is considered the property of LSCFN so do not store personal
files on your computer.
• See also the Information Systems (Policy 2.7)
4.5.4 LSCFN Vehicles
Only properly licensed operators with a current driver’s abstract and authorized by
departmental Directors shall operate specified vehicles. Vehicles are to be used only for
business purposes. The operator is responsible to see that the vehicle is maintained in good
condition and that all reasonable care is taken to protect the vehicle from theft or damage by
fire. Vehicles are to be returned daily to LSCFN parking area when the vehicle is in use within
C a r m a c k s unless otherwise authorized by supervisors.
Every operator is responsible for any fines for infractions; and every operator may be
responsible for any damage incurred as a result of negligence resulting in an accident. Where
vehicles are involved in an accident, regardless of nature, the operator will ensure there is
compliance with the pertinent sections of the Motor Vehicle Act and that a report is completed
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on damages or loss to the Department Director. The operator will notify the RCMP if damage
exceeds $1000. The RCMP will also have to be notified if there was a hit and run accident,
and/or if personal injury occurred.
See Appendix 18 Vehicle Accident Report Form.
Every operator is personally responsible and liable for injuries caused by his/her neglect or
carelessness, failure to obey the rules of the road, or negligence in the proper mechanical
upkeep of the vehicle; and no operator shall operate a vehicle they consider unsafe. At all times,
the operator must drive with due regard for road and weather conditions and the mechanical
capabilities of the vehicle. All operators and authorized passengers are required to wear safety
belts.
Unless authorized by a department Director, no Employee, member or passenger will carry or
allow to be carried in any LSCFN vehicle firearms of any description.
Procedure
To become an authorized operator of a LSCFN vehicle, you must:
• have the appropriate class of driver’s licence
• agree to obtaining a driver’s abstract, the cost of which is borne by the LSCFN
Employees that have more than 3 speeding tickets in 3 years will not be authorized to operate
LSCFN vehicles. Other offences will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.
Authorized operators must:
• have a current photocopy of their driver’s licence on file
• annually agree to obtaining a driver’s abstract, the cost of which is borne by the LSCFN
• have a signed copy of LSCFN Vehicles – General Terms and Conditions (Appendix 16) on file
At the end of a trip or the day, the operator will return keys to designated staff and park the
vehicle in LSCFN parking area, and ensure that the Vehicle Log Sheet (Appendix 17) which is kept
in the vehicle at all times, is filled in.
It is the responsibility of the Employee to inform LSCFN if there are any changes in status or
eligibility to drive.
Related Policy
Policy 2.7 – Information Systems
Appendix 16 – LSCFN Vehicles – General Terms and Conditions
Appendix 17 – LSCFN Vehicles – Vehicle Log Sheet
Appendix 18 – LSCFN Vehicles – Vehicle Accident Report Form
Appendix 26 – Cell Phone Usage Agreement between Employee and LSCFN
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5 Employee Benefits
5.1 Training and Professional Development
Scope
All Employees.
Purpose
•
To provide Employees with the opportunity to obtain additional training and
education, to increase their competence in present jobs and to prepare for
advancement.
Policy
The LSCFN will do everything practical and reasonable to support and encourage the
training and development of its Employees.
Employee Assistance Available:
•

Seminars, conferences, workshops and courses of less than 13-weeks duration:
o Where the Employee’s supervisor has recommended, and the Director has approved,
the cost of participating in the course will be covered by the LSCFN, also, the
Employee will be entitled to leave with pay to attend courses.

•

Night School, Vocational and Correspondence Course:
o Where the Employee’s supervisor has recommended and the Director approved such
training, the Employee may be entitled to receive a portion or all of the tuition
and textbook cost upon successful completion of the course. Employees
taking courses related to their duties and responsibilities may be permitted study
time at one-half (1/2) day per week at the discretion of their supervisor. If
the course is incomplete, this privilege is cancelled and the cost for study
time taken will be deducted from the Employee, and any payment for tuition
will be paid back.

All approvals for training are at the discretion of the Director or Supervisor.
Employees that do not attend or complete training paid for by LSCFN will be required to repay
any costs of the program or materials incurred by the LSCFN.
If an Employee chooses, on his/her own accord, to pursue a course or other activity that is
not job-related, such pursuit is done solely at his/her own expense and time.
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Procedure
In selecting Employees for training and development courses, the Supervisor and Director
take into account:
• The present and future program requirements of the LSCFN;
• Program changes which require re-training of Employees in certain areas;
• Where training courses are required to keep Employees abreast of new trends and techniques;
• Where difficulty is encountered in recruiting qualified persons;
• Where the LSCFN identifies a specific need within the organization for upgrading
Employees' skills;
• The Employee's qualifications, length of service, and the advancement potential;
• Budgetary requirements; and
• Any training needs identified during performance evaluations.
All requests for staff training and development will be submitted to the Departmental Director
with a copy to Human Resources using the Professional Development Request Form (Appendix
19).
The Employee’s supervisor may make a request for staff training or development in writing. If
the LSCFN is being asked to fund the training, state what benefits the LSCFN is likely to derive,
name the location and course content, the approximate length of the course and what financial
assistance is requested. All training needs for Employees will be evaluated during annual
performance evaluations (Appendix 28 and Appendix 29).

Related Policy
Appendix 19 – Professional Development Request Form
Appendix 27 – Employee Performance Evaluation (Non-directors)
Appendix 28 – Employee Performance Evaluation (Directors)
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5.2 Northern residents Tax Deduction for Travel Benefits
Scope
All Regular Employees
Purpose
• Enables Employees to deduct travel expenses from taxable income to a maximum of
10% of annual income.
Policy
Employees will have 10% of annual wages included in a tax deductible section of their T4.
This benefit is not a deduction from the Employee payroll and is not a paid out benefit at year end.
This separation of funds, for use at year end, allows Employees to reduce taxable income by
expending these funds for travel.
Procedure
As this tax benefit is in the form of a Canada Customs and Revenue Agency (CCRA) tax
reduction, Employees must inform themselves of CCRA requirements and track their travel
expenses for the same calendar year as the benefit was received.
Employees must retain or produce receipts to benefit from this policy, as per CCRA accepted
procedures and identified allowable expenses.
This policy does not guarantee a CCRA refund. It is the Employee’s responsibility to file their
taxes. LSCFN does not assume any responsibility under this policy.
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5.3 Group Benefits
Scope
All eligible Employees.
Purpose
•
•

To provide medical, dental, disabilities, and life insurance for eligible LSCFN Employees.
To assist RPP planning for all eligible Employees.

Policy
This benefit is mandatory. The following group benefits are available to eligible Employees
and their dependants:
Coverag
Sun Life

Manulife
Royal Bank Canada (RBC)

Life Insurance, Accidental Death &
Dismemberment, Dependent Life, Short & Long
Term Disability, Extended Health Care
Pension Plan
Critical Illness

Procedure
For details on all your group benefits please consult your plan holders manual or the Plan
Administrator in the Finance Department.
Extended Health Insurance
Employees are eligible after three (3) months of continuous work or after their probationary
period, whichever is later. A medical examination may be required if this time period is missed.
Employees must work a minimum of 24 hours per week to be eligible for Group Benefits.
Regular part-time Employees must work 24 hours a week for at least 9 months of the year to
qualify. Term Employees are eligible for this benefit.
Critical Illness
This is provided by RBC for full time and term employees and is not available to casual or auxiliary
on-call Employees.
Group Retirement Savings Plan
All regular and term Employees who work over 20 hours per week and are under the age
of 65 are required to contribute a minimum of 3 % o r a m a x i m u m o f 5.5% of their
gross salary to LSCFN’s Group RSP. Employee contributions of 5.5% will be matched by
LSCFN. Eligible Employees can be enrolled in the plan on their date of hire. Employees must
complete and sign an application. Term employees who are employed for a term of less than 6
months are not eligible. There may be penalties for early withdrawal, please see the plan holder
agreement.
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5.4

Employee Assistance Plan

Scope
All Employees
Purpose
•

To increase Employee health and well being

•

To assist Employees dealing with personal problems

Policy
LSCFN recognizes that the good mental and emotional health of Employees increases
productivity and improves the quality of work-life at LSCFN.
Counseling services are confidentially offered to Employees and their Immediate Family.
LSCFN may cover the costs up to 10 visits for an Employee or any of their Immediate Family
to a professional counsellor within one fiscal year.
Procedure
Directors are responsible for the administration of the Employee Assistance Plan.
It is the responsibility of the Employee to arrange time off with their supervisor if they are
planning to attend counselling sessions during working hours. A leave form is not required.
If an Employee uses a counsellor that has a pre-existing contract with LSCFN, then LSCFN will
pay the counsellor directly. If an Employee wishes to use a counsellor not identified in a preexisting contract with LSCFN, the Employee will be required to pay for the counselling sessions,
and then submit receipts for reimbursements.
Employees travelling to Whitehorse from Carmacks for counselling services will be issued $50
cash by the Finance Manager prior to or after the session, to assist with gas expenses.
Related Policy
Policy 4.2 – Substance Abuse
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5.5 Leave With Pay
Scope
All Employees
Purpose
• To define guidelines for leave with pay
• To define the types of leave with pay
5.5.1.

Vacation Leave

Policy
All Employees earn vacation leave on the basis of continuous employment with the LSCFN.
Every reasonable effort will be made to allow an Employee leave at the time requested.
However, the granting of leave is at the discretion of the employer. This is essential in
order that leave can be scheduled in an orderly fashion and the disruption of workflow is
avoided.
If an Employee has thirty days of vacation leave credits outstanding this will immediately be
reduced to twenty-five days by the payment to the Employee of one week's salary.
For full-time Employees, vacation leave entitlement is 1.25 days per month during the first five
years of continuous employment (or 15 days/year); in the sixth and subsequent years,
entitlement is 2 days per month (or 24 days/year), in the eleventh to 35 years entitlement is 2.5
days per month.
Regular part-time Employees earn vacation leave credits in proportion to the stipulated
hours of employment. For example, an Employee working on a half-day basis will earn leave
credits at the rate of three-quarters of a day per month of continuous employment.
Pay-in-Lieu of accrued vacation leave may be requested in writing.
Casual, short term, or seasonal term employees earn vacation pay at 4% of gross wages
with an increase of 1% every two years to a maximum of 7%.
Term Employees under 3 months receive vacation pay at 4% of gross wages. Term employees
over three months accrue vacation leave at 1.5 days per month.
Vacation Leave is paid out upon an Employee’s departure from the organization.
Directors shall maintain a chart of vacation schedules for LSCFN staff. This will help to ensure vacations
are scheduled in a way that will enable LSCFN administration to meet its responsibilities during staff
absences.
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Procedure
Vacation Leave may be taken only when authorized.
Requests for vacation leave are to be made as far in advance as possible (Application for
Leave Form Appendix 21). Requests must be approved by the Employee’s supervisor and
authorized by the Finance Department before an Employee can take vacation leave.
For the purpose of calculating vacation leave credits, an Employee hired between the 1st and
15th is deemed to have begun work as of the last day of the previous month. When employment
begins on the 16th or later, the earning of leave credits commences as of the 1st day of the
following month.
5.5.2.

Sick Leave

Policy
All Regular and Term Employees earn sick leave credits on the basis of continuous employment
with the LSCFN.
Full-time Employees receive sick leave credits at the rate of one and one-quarter days per month
(or 15 days/year). Part-time Employees earn credits in proportion to the stipulated hours of
employment.
Sick leave credits earned but not used are carried forward into subsequent years of employment,
up to a maximum of 45 days (314 hours). See 5.3 Group Benefits for short term or long disability.
The employer may, at any time, request a medical certificate for an absence as a condition for
granting sick leave.
Employees, producing a medical certificate, who have three months continuous employment
with the LSCFN, but who do not have enough sick credits earned will be allowed leave without
pay (see Leave Without Pay 5.6).
Procedure
Leave entitlement is established by notification of illness or injury being made to the
immediate supervisor by 8:30 am or as soon as possible of the day of absence. It is the
Employee’s responsibility to ensure the supervisor is notified as soon as possible.
Upon the Employee’s return to work, a request for sick leave is made on the Application for
Leave Form (Appendix 21) and must be approved by the Employee’s supervisor and authorized
by the Director of Finance.
Regular Employees who have been continuously employed for more than 5 continuous years
and whose employment has been terminated for any reason except termination with cause
may convert their accrued sick leave credits to a 33 1/3% cash payout, based on the
Employee’s daily rate of pay at termination.
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5.5.3.

Special Leave

Policy
Regular and term full-time Employees earn special leave credits at the rate of 0.5 days per
month of continuous employment (or 6 days/year). Regular part-time Employees earn special
leave credits in proportion to the stipulated hours of employment.
Special leave credits earned but not used are carried forward to the next and subsequent
years of employment up to a maximum of thirty days. Special leave shall be granted to a
maximum of five consecutive days, but only to the extent of credits earned, by the LSCFN on
the recommendation of a supervisor in the following circumstances:
•
To grieve the death of an Immediate Family member (see also Bereavement Leave 5.5.10)
•
For the purpose of getting married.
•
For a mother or father to celebrate the birth or adoption of their child
•
To participate in a potlatch
•
To care for a sick dependant
•
To take an Immediate Family member to a medical or dental appointment
•
To volunteer in the community
•
For special circumstances such as banking, awards etc
•
To participate in legal proceedings (see also court leave)
In circumstances not covered under this policy, the immediate supervisor may make a
recommendation upon receipt of application by the Employee to the Director for final approval.
Procedure
Requests for special leave are to be made as far in advance as possible. Requests are to be made
on the Application for Leave form (Appendix 21). Requests must be approved by the
Employee’s supervisor and confirmed by the Director before an Employee can take special
leave. Exceptions may be made in emergency situations at the discretion of the Employee’s
supervisor.
In any instance where the Employee has depleted their special leave balance, they may use
vacation leave or take leave without pay to cover the remainder of their requested leave.

5.5.4.

Traditional Pursuits

Policy
All full term permanent employees: 5 days within the fiscal year for either trapping, fishing, hunting, or
gathering.
Procedure
Traditional Leave may be taken only when authorized. Requests must be approved by the Employer’s
supervisor and authorized by the Finance Department before an Employee can take traditional activity
leave.
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5.5.5

Education Leave

Policy
The LSCFN will do everything practical and reasonable to support and encourage the
training and development of its Employees who have proven that they have the ability to
advance in their position within LSCFN.
Education Leave is for Employees who wish to return to school full-time to start and/or
continue their formal education. The program must be longer than 13 weeks (see 5.1 Training
and Professional Development) a n d can be no longer than one year in length.
Any Employee requiring education leave of longer than one year must resign from their
position.
The training should be identified in the Employee’s performance evaluation and/or job
description and should be focussed on meeting the needs of the LSCFN.
Employees must have worked at LSCFN for at least two full years before requesting Education
Leave. Non-director Employees are required to give at least three months written notice.
Directors are required to give at least six months written notice before Education Leave begins
to allow for budgeting and training of replacements.
Employees will be paid 50% of their salary to cover living expenses when the education is
driven by the needs and funding ability of the LSCFN. LSCFN will cover tuition and books, as per
approved Dept budget
If the education is requested by the Employee, and does not have a direct fit with the needs
of their position or the organization LSCFN as the employer will not pay for any of the
educational costs. LSCFN Citizens can inquire with the Education department regarding subsidies
for education costs.
Return Service Commitment:
There is a return service commitment required of Employees who take education leave (see
Appendix 22) which agrees to re-pay a pro-rated amount of the salary if the Employee
voluntarily leaves or is dismissed within three years of starting employment.
If the Employee fails to complete the training assignment or does not fulfil their return
service commitment, they will be required to pay back a portion of their Education Leave
costs. A payback schedule will be provided and attached to the Education Leave contract
(Appendix 22).
Where an Employee resigns or retires due to illness during a period of educational leave or
the period designated as fulfilling the requirement of the return service commitment, the
Employee will not be required to repay the financial assistance granted to him or her provided
he or she obtains a physician's statement in writing.
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The time spent on Education Leave may not be considered as part of the full year service
requirement when it comes to performance evaluations and annual pay increases. Extended
medical and dental benefits continue while on Education Leave.
Procedure
Three months written notice must be given to the appropriate Director for Employees and
six months written notice for Directors who wish to go on Education Leave.
An Education Leave contract (Appendix 22) containing details of the training, salary to be paid,
dates of leave, payback schedule, etc. must be completed and signed by the Employee and
the appropriate Director prior to the beginning of the Leave.
Restrictions - An Employee who is taking Educational Leave does not accrue Vacation Leave,
Sick Leave, Special Leave or related leave benefits while on Educational Leave.

5.5.6. Election Leave
The LSCFN will close the office four (4) hours before the polls close on Election Day for
a federal, territorial, municipal or LSCFN election. No leave form is required for election leave.
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5.5.7.

General Holidays

The LSCFN observes the following general holidays (13 in total):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Year's Day (January 1)
Heritage Day (Friday in February closest to Rendezvous weekend)
Good Friday (Friday before Easter)
Easter Monday (Monday after Easter)
Victoria Day (Monday closest to May 24)
National Aboriginal Day (June 21)
Canada Day (July 1)
Discovery Day (Monday closest to August 17)
Labour Day (first Monday in September)
Thanksgiving Day (second Monday in October)
Remembrance Day (November 11)
Christmas Day (December 25)
Boxing Day (December 26)

Christmas Holiday Break
The LSCFN offices will be closed for an additional seven days, on top of the three statutory and
observed Holidays during the two week period over Christmas. Employees will have these
seven days as paid leave; however no leave form is required. This leave cannot be transferred,
deferred or paid out. Management Committee will set the dates for the Christmas Break.
To be entitled to holiday pay, an Employee must be employed at least thirty calendar days
before the holiday occurs and have worked at least fifteen of those days within the thirty-day
period before the holiday.

Procedure
When a statutory or observed LSCFN holiday falls on a weekend, LSCFN will observe the holiday
on the following Monday. No leave forms are required for Holidays.
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5.5.9.

Office Closure Out of Respect

The LSCFN Administration Offices may close out of respect:
•
•

When a death of a Northern Tutchone First Nation member occurs, the offices may
close at a time determined by the Chief or his/her designate
When the Chief or his/her designate chooses to close the offices for a day out of respect

Procedure
When the Chief or his/her designate closes the offices out of respect, staff members who are
physically present in the offices are not required to submit any leave forms. If staff members
have pre-arranged any type of leave prior to the offices being closed, the leave forms will
stand as is and will not be reversed. If staff members are required to work for any reason
they will go about their work in a respectful manner.

5.5.10.

Bereavement Leave

In the event of a death of an Immediate Family member1 as defined by the Canada Labour
Code the Employee shall be granted leave with pay on any of his or her normal working days
that occur during the five days immediately following the day of the death.

Related Policy
Policy 5.5.10 – Bereavement Leave
Policy 5.6–
Leaves without Pay
Appendix 21 – Application for Leave
Appendix 22 – Education Leave Contract
1

For the purposes of Policy 5.5.10 ONLY “Immediate Family Member” is defined as:
The Employee’s spouse or Common-Law Partner
- The Employee’s father and mother and the spouse or common-law partner of the mother or
father
- The Employee’s children and the children of the Employee’s spouse or Common-Law Partner
The Employee’s grandchildren
The Employees brothers and sisters
The grandfather and grandmother of the Employee
The father and mother of the spouse or Common-Law Partner of the Employee and the spouse or Common-Law
Partner of the father or mother; and
Any relative of the Employee who resides permanently with the Employee or with whom the Employee permanently
resides
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5.6 Leave without Pay
Scope
All Employees
Purpose
• To define guidelines for leave without pay
• To define the types of leave without pay
Policy
Benefits such as vacation leave, sick leave and special leave will be suspended during the leave
and will resume upon return to active employment. RRSP contributions are also suspended.
All medical, dental and life insurance benefits will be continued during extended leaves without pay.
When leave has been granted for medical, maternity, parental or education purposes the
Employee's position or an equivalent position will be available upon return.
The Departmental Director is responsible for approving these leaves.
Leave for other reasons than described below, may be granted at the discretion of the
Executive Director.
Procedure
Requests for leave without pay are to be made as far in advance as possible. Requests are to
be made on the Application for Leave form (Appendix 21). Requests must be approved by
the Employee’s supervisor, Department Director and authorized by the Director of Finance
before an Employee can take leave without pay.
5.6.1 Compassionate Care Leave
LSCFN will grant leave without pay for up to eight weeks for an Employee to support family members
as defined by s 206.3(1) of the Canada Labour Code2. This leave can also be used in conjunction
with special leave (see Policy 5.5.3). A medical certificate may be required stating that the family
member has a serious medical condition with significant risk of death. Leave under this policy cannot
be taken for periods of less than one week. If less than one week is required to take care of a family
member please see Special Leave (Policy 5.5.3).
5.6.2 Extended Sick Leave
The LSCFN provides medical leaves of absence without pay to Employees who are unable to
work due to a medical disability. A physician's statement must be provided verifying the
medical disability and its beginning and expected ending dates. Any changes in this information
should be promptly reported to the Employer. This policy does not cover work-related illness or
injury.
5.6.3 Maternity Leave
Any Employee who has completed six consecutive months of employment and is pregnant is
entitled to retain their position or an equivalent position while on Maternity Leave. The
Employee will be granted leave without pay for up to 17 weeks, which may not begin earlier
than 11 weeks prior to the estimated date of her delivery and no later than seventeen weeks
following the actual date of birth.
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5.6.4 Parental Leave
Employees who have completed six consecutive months of employment are entitled to
retain their position or an equivalent position while on parental leave to care for a new-born
child of the Employee or a child who is in the care of the Employee for the purpose of adoption.
This leave without pay is up to a maximum of 37 weeks and may be taken anytime within the
52 weeks following a child’s birth or the time the child comes into the actual care of the
Employee.
The total amount of leave that may be taken by two Employees under the Maternity and
Parental Leave policies with respect to the same birth or adoption shall not exceed 52 weeks.

5.6.5 Personal Leave
With the approval of their departmental director, regular Employees may take leave without
pay for personal reasons. The total amount for this leave cannot exceed 12 months.
5.6.6 Court Leave
When an Employee has been assigned jury duty, the LSCFN will provide leave with pay for
the duration of the court proceedings. This does not include participation in court proceedings
as a witness defendant or any other role other than a member of the jury.
5.6.7 Leave of Absence for the Reserve Force
An Employee who is a member of the reserve force is entitled to a leave of absence to carry out
their duties as per the Canada Labour Code and the National Defense Act.
5.6.8 Leave of Absence for Emergency Services
An Employee who is a member of the Emergency Medical Services (ambulance), Firefighters or Search
& Rescue team are required to sign out and notifying their Supervisor during an emergency.

Related Policy
Policy 5.5.3 – Special Leave
Appendix 21 – Application for Leave
2

For the purposes of Policy 5.6.1 ONLY “Immediate Family Member” is defined as:
The Employee’s spouse or Common-Law Partner
The Employee’s father and mother and the spouse or common-law partner of the mother or father
The Employee’s children and the children of the Employee’s spouse or Common-Law Partner
The Employee’s grandchildren
The Employees brothers and sisters
The grandfather and grandmother of the Employee
The father and mother of the spouse or Common-Law Partner of the Employee and the spouse or Common-Law
Partner of the father or mother; and
Any relative of the Employee who resides permanently with the Employee or with whom the Employee permanently
Resides
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6 Timekeeping/Pay
6.1

Attendance and Punctuality

Scope
All Employees
Purpose
•
•

To ensure accurate and adequate pay.
To maintain a productive work environment.

Policy
Attendance must be recorded daily by all casual, term and auxiliary/on-call employees
on the appropriate form. Time sheets, signed by the employee’s supervisor are required for all
casual, term or auxiliary/on-call staff.
Any employee who fails to record their attendance may be denied payment of salary for the work
period that is incompletely recorded. An employee who falsifies their attendance record will
be subject to disciplinary action, up to discharge.
Directors may require any other employee to complete a record of attendance at their discretion.
Punctuality:
Unless agreed to in advance with the supervisor, for legitimate reasons such as childcare (see
Policy 2.1 and Appendix 2), lateness will not be tolerated.
If you are going to be late, you must phone in to the supervisor by 8:30 am. More than two
hours is not considered late but absent.
Repeated incidents are to be dealt with promptly and will be subject to disciplinary action (see
Policy 4.1). A pattern of lateness will have an adverse effect on the overall evaluation of the
Employee's performance.
If an Employee will be late, notification to the supervisor by 8:30 am is required.
Unauthorized Absence from Duty:
Reasons for Employee absence shall be recorded. Any absence shall be communicated to the
Supervisor prior to start of shift. Unauthorized absences will result in pay being deducted for
the time away from work.
Should an employee be absent from duty without authorization, disciplinary procedures
will be triggered.
Unauthorized Departure from Workplace:
During working hours, no employee shall leave his or her work premises without notifying
their supervisor. Unauthorized departures will be noted and pay will be deducted for the time
spent away from work.
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Procedure
Where required, time sheets (see Appendix 20 ) approved by the supervisor will need to be
submitted to the Pay & Benefits Clerk by the Thursday prior to the week of payday.
For other types of Employees, time sheets must be completed as directed.
Employees who are required to submit timesheets will not be paid until their approved time
sheets are submitted to Finance.

Related Policy
Policy 2.1 – Personal Conduct in the Workplace
Policy 2.3 – Hours of Work
Policy 4.1 – Disciplinary Process
Appendix 2 – Code of Conduct
Appendix 20 – Time Sheet
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6.2 Pay Day
Scope
All Employees
Purpose
•

To standardize payday schedules.

Policy
All Employees are paid biweekly.
Bank Deposit Authorization
The LSCFN encourages all Employees to have their pay cheques deposited directly at a bank
of their choice.
Procedure
Employees are entitled to be paid for services rendered in accordance with the bi-weekly rates
of pay or the hourly rates of pay as specified for the classifications of the position to which
they have been appointed.
Time sheets (Appendix 20) must be filled in, if required, and approved prior to receiving
pay. The supervisor or their designate are responsible for ensuring that Employee’s
attendance is accurately recorded on the forms.
One week hold back of pay is required by Finance Department for administrative purposes.
All leaves, including medical notes, are required to be submitted to the Pay &
Benefits Clerks by the end of Thursday prior to the week of payday.
Related Policy
Policy 6.1 – Attendance and Punctuality
Appendix 20 – Time Sheet
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6.3 Overtime Compensation
Scope
All Employees, except Directors.
Purpose
•
•

To minimize, or where possible eliminate, overtime.
To adequately compensate for overtime.

Policy
All employees are entitled to receive overtime ONLY where the overtime has been authorized
in advance and for special circumstances where the Employee does not control the duration of
the hours worked.
Directors shall budget, authorize and approve overtime in advance of hours worked by
Employees.
The Management Committee may designate specific functions (i.e. Emergency Measures,
Health & Social Interventions) as having pre-approved permission for overtime.
When an Employee has worked overtime, the Employee must take the overtime as time-in-lieu,
unless the Supervisors approves a pay-out.
Straight Time: Supervisors will minimize overtime by providing, where possible, Employees
with s t r a i g h t time off during the same work week, so that the Employee does not work
more than his or her regularly scheduled work week. This is only allowed when the nature of
the work necessitates irregular hours due to seasonal or other factors, and will be determined
by Directors. Therefore only Directors have the ability to vary the hours of work within the work
week.
Time and a Half: If unavoidable, an Employee shall be compensated for hours of overtime
worked in excess of 7 hours per day or 35 hours per week at a rate of time-and-one-half.
Employees may bank their overtime (time in lieu) hours. Employees will need to fill in the
appropriate form and receive the Director’s approval to bank time. The banked time must be
used up within the calendar year, otherwise LSCFN will pay it out.
Double Time- Statutory Holidays: An Employee required to work on a designated statutory
holiday shall be paid, or accrue time, for the statutory holiday and compensated for hours
worked at the rate of double time.
Emergency Call-outs: In the case of after-hours emergency call-outs, the supervisor will grant
time and one half. All call outs must be related to an emergency. Call out pay is a minimum
of 3 hours. Employees required to be on standby will receive 3 hour’s pay for each 24 hours on
standby.
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Procedure
All overtime must be authorized in advance using the Overtime Request and Approval
(Appendix 23).
Once the Overtime sheet has been completed, it must be forwarded to the Pay and Benefits
Clerk within the pay period in which it was accrued.
Requests for time-in-lieu are to be made as far in advance as possible. Requests are to be made
on the Application for Leave Form (Appendix 21). Requests must be approved by the
Employee’s supervisor and authorized by the Director before an Employee can take
time-in-lieu.
Time-in-lieu days may be taken at the same time as vacation leave.
Directors have the ability to vary the hours of work within a work week.
Related Policy
Policy 2.3 – Hours of Work
Appendix 21 – Application for Leave
Appendix 23 – Overtime Request and Approval
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6.4 Acting Pay
Scope
All regular and term Employees.
Purpose
•

To recognize and reward the increase in responsibility.

Policy
Where an Employee is assigned to perform the duties of a position rated at a wage scale level
higher than their present position, and where the duties of the assigned position are to
be performed continuously for a period of at least five (5) working days, the Employee shall be
eligible for acting pay.
Acting pay shall be the minimum salary level for the acting position.
Acting pay will be retroactive to the first day of duties performed, provided that the Employee
has been directed by their supervisor, with written approval by the Director or Executive Director
in case of acting directors, to undertake acting duties.
Procedure
The Acting Appointment Form (Appendix 31) needs to be completed and submitted to
the Department of Finance and the Human Resources Department.
Related Policy
Policy 3.4 Acting Appointments
Appendix 30 - Acting Appointment Form
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6.6 Pay Advances
Scope
Permanent full time Employees only
Purpose
•

To limit and define the practice of pay advances.

Policy
The Director of Finance may approve a request for a pay advance - the amount shall not exceed
wages earned to that point within that pay period. The Employee will have to sign a Promissory
Note for the advance. The decision of the Director of Finance shall be final.
In no event will a cash advance be granted to the Chief, a Councillor or an Employee unless
all previous outstanding advances have been prepaid or cleared.
Payroll advances of up to $500.00 have to be paid by three consecutive payments.
Any pay advances, or other money provided to an Employee by LSCFN will require a signed repayment Agreement (see Appendix 33 for the form.) The re-payment agreement will
authorize appropriate deductions from the bi-weekly pay. Any amount owing by an Employee
who quits or is discharged will be deducted in full from any pay and vacation owing to the
Employee. The LSCFN may seek legal recourse if there are further amounts owing.
Procedure
No procedure
Related Policy
Appendix 32 – Pay Advance Promissory Note
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6.7 Pay Deductions
Scope
All Employees
Purpose
•

To inform Employees that a set of standard deductions will be made from their pay cheque.

•

To allow Employees to request additional deductions.

Policy
Statutory Deductions - The LSCFN deducts from every Employee's pay income taxes. The
LSCFN also deducts Employment Insurance (EI) and Canada Pension plan (CPP).
Garnishment - The LSCFN will honour any writ of garnishment against an Employee's wages
pursuant to the Garnishee Act. Once the Finance Department has received a writ of
garnishment, the Employee will be contacted to advise them how much money will be
withheld per pay period. Employees will be advised to voluntarily resolve any financial
commitment they may have as promptly as possible. Assistance in this respect will be given
if possible.
Procedure
Voluntary Deductions:
All requests for voluntary deductions must be in writing and include all details of the deduction.
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7. Personnel Management/Administration
7.1 Performance Evaluations
Scope
All Employees and supervisors
Purpose
•
•
•
•

To evaluate Employee performance.
To ensure that all job activities and responsibilities are properly discharged.
To improve job satisfaction among Employees.
To strengthen Employee/supervisor relationships by providing a two way dialogue
concerning Employee performance.

Policy
An Employee Performance Evaluation is to be carried out by the immediate supervisor:
•
•
•

Prior to the end of the probationary employment period;
Within one (1) month of the Employee’s anniversary date;
As required at the discretion of the supervisor or Employee.

The Human Resources Department will maintain the performance evaluation records and will
provide all supervisors and directors with an annual listing of the dates for performance
evaluation.
All positions in the LSCFN are based on a five-level salary structure, going from A (base salary)
to E (top salary).
For all Employees, it is understood that in normal circumstances, he/she will progress up the
wage scale to the top level in five years, assuming satisfactory performance.
Procedure
There are three types of performance evaluations:
1. Probationary Period Evaluation - Before the Employee has completed the probationary
period, the supervisor will rate the Employee's attitude, ability and performance and
will discuss the evaluation with the Employee.
2. Employee Evaluations (Non-directors)
3. Employee Evaluations (Directors)
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Evaluation Criteria
Each Employee’s evaluation will assess:
• Meeting the qualifications of the position
• The amount of work;
• The quality of work against criteria appropriate for the position;
• Employee’s attitude and commitment to the job;
• Employee’s relationship(s) with co-workers and supervisors;
• Attendance; and
• Contributions to the overall work environment.
Please see the forms in Appendix 28 and Appendix 29 for further detail on the evaluation process.
As part of each annual evaluation, there will be a review of any training or upgrading
requirements. Employees will have one year to meet the requirements of the position or may
be reclassified, offered other employment or may be terminated.
The Human Resources Department will manage the overall evaluation process in terms of
timing and record-keeping and will assist the Directors in determining the criteria and
appropriate method(s) to use for the evaluations.
The steps for completing the evaluations are below. For those Employees completing a
probationary period evaluation they will follow the process according to the category they fall
in.
All Employees except for Directors (Appendix 27)
Step 1: A reminder is sent from the Human Resources Department to each supervisor on a
monthly basis identifying upcoming performance evaluations for that month as well as
any outstanding performance evaluations from previous months.
Step 2: The supervisor will send the blank performance evaluation template to the
Employee and request a meeting to conduct the performance evaluation. They may also
attach Appendix 26, Employee Self-Appraisal Questionnaire.
Step 3: The supervisor will complete the performance evaluation form.
Step 4: The supervisor and Employee will meet to discuss the content of the completed form.
Should either member wish to have a member of the Human Resources Department they can
request that in advance.
Step 5: The supervisor will amend the form based on the results of the discussion.
Step 6: The Employee will review the completed and amended form and either sign that they
agree or disagree with the performance evaluation.
Step 7: If the Employee agrees, than a copy is provided to them and placed in their personnel file.
Step 8: If the Employee disagrees with the summary of the performance evaluation then the
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supervisor, Employee, Human Resources representative and Director, if necessary, will meet to
discuss a resolution. The LSCFN is not required to amend the performance evaluation unless
there is clear evidence to support doing so.
Step 9: If a performance evaluation identifies a need for improved performance, the
supervisor and Employee will develop an Action Plan outlining goals to be achieved prior to
the next performance evaluation. An interim performance evaluation may be required to
assess the progress towards these goals, the date of which will be identified in the Action Plan.
If an employee is unable to achieve the goals, he/she may be reclassified, offered other employment
or terminated.
From start to finish the performance evaluation process should take no longer than one month.
Directors (Appendix 28)
Step 1: A reminder is sent from the Human Resources Department to the Executive Director
on a monthly basis identifying upcoming performance evaluations for that month as well
as any outstanding performance evaluations from previous months.
Step 2: The Executive Director will send the blank performance evaluation template to the
Employee and request that they complete their sections in advance of their performance
evaluation meeting.
Step 3: A performance evaluation meeting is scheduled and held between the Executive Director
and the Employee.
Step 4: The Executive Director and Employee will meet to discuss the content of the completed
form. Should either member wish to have a member of the Human Resources Department
they can request that in advance.
Step 5: The Executive Director will amend the form based on the results of the discussion.
Step 6: The Employee will review the completed and amended form and either sign that they
agree or disagree with the performance evaluation.
Step 7: If the Employee agrees, than a copy is provided to them and placed in their personnel file.
Step 8: If the Employee disagrees with the summary of the performance evaluation then the
Employee, Human Resources representative and Executive Director, if necessary, will meet to
discuss a resolution. The LSCFN is not required to amend the performance evaluation unless
there is clear evidence to support doing so.
Step 9: If a performance evaluation identifies a need for improved performance, the
Executive Director and Employee will develop an Action Plan outlining goals to be achieved
prior to the next performance evaluation. An interim performance evaluation may be required
to assess the progress towards these goals, the date of which will be identified in the Action
Plan.
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From start to finish the performance evaluation process should take no longer than one month.
Related Policy
Appendix 26 – Employee Self-appraisal Questionnaire
Appendix 27 – Employee Performance Evaluation Form (Non-directors)
Appendix 28 – Employee Performance Evaluation Form (Directors)
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7.2 Job Classification and Wage Scale
Scope
All positions
Purpose
• To ensure each position is properly classified.
• To ensure consistency from position to position within the LSCFN.
• To identify how the wage scale will be maintained.
Policy
A job classification model and wage scale will be maintained.
Every position in the LSCFN will be classified. A classification committee appointed by
management committee shall classify the position in relation to the other positions of the
LSCFN and select the wage scale for the position.
There is to be a five-step wage scale, with an increasing rate for each type of job. Subject to
satisfactory performance, an Employee may be eligible to move to the next higher step on
the wage scale after completing at least one full year of service.

Procedure
Job Classifications:
•
•

Positions are classified by the Job Classification Committee based on their job descriptions.
If there is a fundamental change in the job description, the Director will
recommend reclassification.

Wage Scale:
The prevailing wage scale is adjusted by a Cost of Living Adjustment, which will normally be
applied annually, on April 1 of each year at a rate recommended by Management Committee
and accepted by Council. This rate will be applied to all staff of the LSCFN on the wage scale.
Job descriptions will be revised when a program changes or the LSCFN is reorganized.
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7.3 Job Descriptions
Scope
All positions
Purpose
Although written job descriptions are developed for pay purposes, they are used by supervisors
as the management tool for the following purposes:
• Organization of work unit;
• Delegation of responsibility and accountability;
• Performance evaluation;
• Training and planning;
• Selection and retention of personnel;
• Employee orientation.
Policy
Job descriptions are to be prepared for each position. Job descriptions will be consistent with
annual workplans. The job descriptions for each position will be developed and/or
reviewed by a job classification committee consisting of three directors and the Human
Resources representative.
Procedure
It is the responsibility of the Supervisor to ensure that all positions have up-to-date job
descriptions (Appendix 29).
The job descriptions will be:
• reviewed as part of the annual program review;
• revised when the program changes; and
• revised when job and organization restructuring take place.
Job descriptions will be signed by the Employee and immediate supervisor of the position.
If an Employee has questions / concerns with their job description they should raise with
their supervisor.

Related Policy
Policy 3.2 – Recruitment Policy
Policy 7.2 – Job Classification
Appendix 29 – Job Description Template
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7.4 Access to Personnel Files
Scope
All Employees’ Personal Information contained in any file
Purpose
• To preserve confidentiality of Personal Information.
• To define whom has access to information contained in an Employee’s personnel file.
Policy
Each Employee’s personnel file is the responsibility of the Human Resources Department.
An Employee's personnel file is accessible to:
• The Employee's immediate supervisor and/or departmental Director and/or the
Executive Director, and Chief for the Executive Director;
• The designated Employee who maintains personnel files and human resource database
of all material of a confidential nature;
• Any individual who is called upon to resolve a grievance or disciplinary problem
• The Employee.
Persons other than those outlined above have access to a file only with the express written
permission of the Employee. In any instance of personnel file review, the file will be reviewed
in the presence of Human Resources Department staff and will not be removed or copied.
Personnel files are kept in locked storage.
Procedure
All requests for personal information on Employees shall be directed to the Director of
Finance for response.
Any Employee who wishes to allow the LSCFN to disclose or confirm personnel information
(beyond confirming employment, the Employee’s name, title, business address and
telephone number) shall authorize the disclosure in writing. The authorization must be
specific as to the information to be disclosed and the agents or organizations outside the
LSCFN it is to be disclosed to.
An Employee may grieve the contents of his or her personnel file.
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7.5 Grievances
Definition
A grievance is a formal complaint submitted in writing and dealing with any formal
condition of employment as set out in the LSCFN Human Resources policy
Scope
All Employees
Purpose
• To provide an effective and acceptable means for Employees to bring problems and
complaints concerning their wellbeing at work to the attention of management.
Policy
Grievances shall be based on breaches of the Employee’s rights and benefits as defined in this
Human Resources Policy.
It is important to remember that the Code of Conduct (Appendix 2) and Confidentiality Policy
(Policy 4. 3) apply at all steps in the Grievance Process.
Grievance Prevention
If at any time, an Employee has an issue or concern related to a work situation, he/she should
informally raise the issue with his/her supervisor. Alternatively, an Employee may raise the
issue/concern with the Human Resources Department. The Human Resources representative
will advise the Employee if the issue is appropriate for the grievance procedure. If the issue
is not within the parameters of the grievance policy, the Human Resources representative
will employ appropriate methods to address the issue. If the issue is subject to the grievance
process, then the two-stage grievance procedure would be initiated.
Procedure
The grievance procedure has two stages. The forms for each stage are included in Appendix
31. The LSCFN shall make best efforts to meet the timeline as it is outlined below. In exceptional
circumstances timelines may be extended.
Stage One
Grievances are presented to the Employee’s supervisor personally and within five (5) working
days of the event prompting the grievance. A copy of the grievance is to be submitted to the
Human Resources representative.
The supervisor shall make every effort to resolve the grievance at the initial stage within ten
(10) days. In any event, the grievance shall be written out, whether resolved or not, so
that there can be a permanent record, signed by the supervisor and Employee.
If the Employee’s immediate supervisor cannot settle the grievance, or it is with the
supervisor, the written grievance is submitted to the director of that Employee’s department
within five (5) working days of the event prompting the grievance.
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The director of a department will respond to the grievance within ten (10) working days of
receiving the notification. The director will seek to resolve the issue.
If an Employee is uncomfortable in bringing an issue to the immediate supervisor, or the director
of the department, the Employee may involve the Human Resources representative as a gobetween.
If the Employee’s immediate supervisor is the director of the department, the Employee will
proceed directly to Stage Two.
Stage Two
If resolution is not satisfactorily resolved in Stage One, the complainant may address
grievance(s) in writing to the LSCFN Executive Director for resolution. The Executive Director
will review the grievance and provide a written ruling within 15 working days. The Executive
Director’s decision is final.
The Executive Director may use any of the following methods to resolve a grievance at this stage
and has discretion to access external assistance to resolve the grievance:
•
Hearing (with or without the supervisor and Employee present)
•

Mediation

•

Other traditional methods

The Executive Director can recommend any remedies that do not contravene the Canadian
Labour Code or LSCFN Human Resources Policies, including traditional remedies.
The Executive Director must use discretion when dealing with grievances and may refuse to
deal with grievances that he/she deems to be frivolous or vexatious.
Grievance Resolution
If a fair and reasonable solution is reached at either of Stage One or Stage Two, the parties
shall sign a statement, which outlines the complaint and its resolution. This signed statement
shall be put, along with the formal written grievance, into the Employee’s file, the supervisor’s
file and shall also be filed with the Human Resources Department.
Related Policy
Appendix 31 – Grievance Form
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7.6 Employment Termination
Scope
All Employees, except for Employees during their probationary period.

Purpose
•
•
•
•

To define types of termination.
To define the basic terms of termination.
To define pay upon termination.
To provide for acknowledgement of employees services upon leaving due to retirement or
resignation.

Policy
For the purpose of this policy, salary is the basic weekly rate and does not include overtime or other
premium pay. In any event, and notwithstanding any other provision in this Policy, the total amount of
money and other benefits to be provided to the Employee upon termination or lay-off as determined by
this Policy shall not be less than the minimum amount of money and other benefits that would be provided
under the Canada Labour Code or any other Employment Standard legislation that may be applicable to
the Employee from time to time.

Termination without Cause
LSCFN reserves the right to terminate employment without cause in accordance with this Policy. Upon
termination, Employees will be compensated pursuant to the Canada Labour Code.

Layoff
If the Employee’s Letter of Offer provides for the possibility of layoff, or where the Employee’s
employment is casual or seasonal, an Employee may be laid off temporarily for a period of three (3)
months or less, or for more than three (3) months if LSCFN notifies the Employee in writing that he or
she will be recalled to work on a fixed date which is not more than 6 months from the date of the
layoff. Layoffs are usually due to funding constraints or the discontinuance of the Employee’s position.
If the Employee has not been recalled within three (3) months, or by the fixed date specified in the
layoff notice, a temporary layoff will be considered a termination without cause, and the Employee will
be provided with pay-in-lieu of notice, the acknowledgement of Employees services and severance in
accordance with this Policy.
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Termination with Cause
Employees will not be entitled to receive notice or severance.
Resignation
Resignation is a voluntary, permanent separation initiated by the Employee. Employees will be provided
severance pay as cash, starting at $300 for three years of service and increase by $100 for each year thereafter.
All Employees shall give advance notification, in writing, of their intention to resign from employment with
the LSCFN. The notice of resignation is to be addressed to the Employee's immediate supervisor.
Regular or part-time regular employees shall give notice as follows:
• Directors – eight weeks’ notice (40 working days)
• Non-Directors - two weeks’ notice (10 working days)
LSCFN may, in its sole discretion, decide to waive this period of notice.
Every effort will be made to conduct exit interviews upon departure.
Retirement
(to be added as an Addendum)

Procedure
The Finance Department is to be advised of termination immediately. Prior to preparing final pay, the
Finance Department will ensure all items on the Termination Checklist (Appendix 25) are completed.
The Finance Department will pay out any amounts within 30 days of termination.
The exit interview will be conducted by the immediate supervisor or his/her delegate.
Vacation Pay on Termination:
Payment for unused vacation will be made on the next pay period after termination.
Extended Benefits on Termination:
Extended health care, dental and optical insurance is provided through to the end of the notice period
determined in accordance to this Policy.
i.

ii.
iii.

Where any extended health benefit insurance or life insurance provided through employment
may be converted or purchased by the employee, the employee may pursue such conversion or
purchase with the insurance provider.
When requested by the employee, the employer shall provide the name and contact information
for the insurance provider; and
The employer is not responsible to notify the employee of any opportunity to convert or purchase
any insurance upon termination of employment.
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7.6 Death of an Employee
Scope
All Employees

Purpose
•

To provide assistance to the family of the deceased.

Policy
If an Employee has been covered under the life insurance policy, the LSCFN will notify the
insurance company immediately. The agent will do all that is required to ensure that benefits due
under the insurance policy are paid to the family as soon as possible.
A cheque for any salary and vacation pay due to the Employee at the date of his/her death will be
issued to the estate immediately.
A gift equivalent to four weeks’ salary will be made to the widowed spouse. If the deceased is
not survived by a spouse but is survived by other dependants, payment will be made to the
beneficiary of the employee’s life insurance.
Any outstanding claims for medical/dental/optical benefits will be processed immediately.

Procedure
To assist with the processing of CPP benefits, form T-4 for earnings and deductions for the year in
which the death occurs, should be prepared immediately by Finance.
A summary of earnings and deductions for prior years of employment with the LSCFN is to be
prepared and made available to the agency requesting the information.

Related Policy
Policy 7.6 Employment Termination
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Appendix 1

Acknowledgement & Agreement to LSCFN Human Resources Policy Form

I acknowledge that I have read and fully understand the policies and procedures of the
LSCFN Human Resources Policy manual (the “Policy Manual”).
I understand that LSCFN may change, rescind or add to any policies, benefits or procedures
described in the Policy Manual from time to time in its sole discretion upon providing me
with 90 days’ notice.
I agree to abide by LSCFN’s policies and procedures as stated in the Policy Manual, and as
it may be amended from time to time, during my employment, and where applicable, after
my employment ends.
I understand that nothing in Policy Manual guarantees employment with LSCFN.

Signed on the _________ day of _______________

Print Name

_,

__________________________________

Signature
Witness
Date

_________________________________

For Human Resource Office Use Only

Received, noted, and filed on _________________________, by__________________________
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Appendix 2

Code of Conduct & Confidentiality

Central to LSCFN’s approach to management is its Code of Conduct. This statement provides guidance to LSCFN,
its Employees regarding the manner in which we will conduct ourselves, both collectively as an organization, and
in our individual work lives. The elements of the Code are:

a)

All actions undertaken by LSCFN are a reflection of the highest integrity;

b) LSCFN decisions are available for public review and scrutiny;
c) Financial accountability to the Citizens of LSCFN is of the highest priority;
d) Care is taken to ensure that private activities of the LSCFN Employees do not interfere, or are likely to be
perceived as interfering, with LSCFN activities. No financial rewards, other than those provided by regular
remuneration and the Human Resources policy, shall be are accepted or solicited. Similarly, no gifts or any
offerings that could be perceived as influencing activities or decisions of the LSCFN shall be are accepted;
e) Diligence is exhibited in conducting our responsibilities. This includes explicitly adhering to the sober,
alcohol-free and drug-free conduct of LSCFN work-related activities;
f) Respect is shown for each other and for those with whom we deal. This includes adherence to conduct
free of discrimination and any type of harassment, within and outside the workplace;
g) Every effort is taken to be fair and helpful to those with whom we deal;
h) A priority is given to maintaining a positive and pleasant work environment that is characterized by
support for one another, flexibility in meeting work pressures, a participative management style and
opportunities for professional growth;
i) When speaking in public, as an Employee of LSCFN, an Employee does not at any time ‘step out’ of his/her
official role with the LSCFN in order to express an opinion, personal or otherwise, concerning an issue that
is currently being dealt with by the Council or which is contrary to existing LSCFN decisions and policies;
j) The LSCFN Government respects the rights of its citizens to participate in all regular and special
assemblies, as such all LSCFN citizens who are employees are free to participate in any agenda item that
does not directly have an impact on or is impacted by their day to day employment. The LSCFN
Government expects that citizens will participate in discussion without contravening the Confidentiality or
Conflict of Interest policies.
k) Confidentiality: Any and all information or knowledge which is known or available to
Employees through the course of their employment at LSCFN and which is not known or available to
Citizens or the public, such as that which is discussed by Chief and Council during “in camera”
meetings, committee meetings held “in camera”, matters dealing with individual Employees, and
matters dealing with finance is considered confidential. Certain departments, such as those dealing
with client information, may have further restrictions and requirements.

Contraventions
LSCFN will review any complaints related to the conduct of its Employees as per the LSCFN Disciplinary Process 4.1
Signed:

Date: _______________________

Employee Name: _________________________________
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Appendix 3

Accommodation Request Form

Name
Title:
Department:

Describe request or need to be addressed:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Professional Assessment being requested:

Yes

No

Date of Request:
Name of person completing form:

________________________________________
_________________________________________

Signature of person completing form:
Signature of person requesting accommodation:
If appropriate please attach supporting documentation.

________________________________________
________________________________________

Clarification of Need:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Report of outcome of accommodation request (to be completed by HR Department)
1.

Was accommodation provided?
Yes
No (if no go to question 7)

2.

If yes, describe the accommodation provided:
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Appendix 4

Discrimination and Harassment Complaint Form

Complainant Name:
Respondent’s Name:
On what grounds did the alleged harassment or discrimination occur?
____ Race /Nationality/ethnic origin /colour
____ Religion

____ Disability
____ Pardoned conviction

____ Family status

____ sexual orientation

____ Age

____ abuse of authority

____ Sex (pregnancy or sexual harassment)

____ political affiliation

____ Marital / Family status

____ personal harassment

On what date(s) did the alleged discrimination or harassment occur?
Details of the complaint:
(Note to complainant: if you need more space feel free to attach additional sheets. Be sure to sign and date
this form and any additional sheets you attach. A copy of this complaint will be provided to the respondent.
Any information you provide may be forwarded to the respondent or other parties to the complaint and any
person named in your complaint (such as a witness) may be contacted.

How do you feel your complaint could best be resolved?

Signature
Date:

For Human Resource Office Use Only:
Received, noted, and filed on _________________________, by__________________________
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Appendix 5

Hiring Checklist.

Step 1: Review
•
•

Request for Recruitment form completed by Supervisor/Director (Appendix 6)
Job Description & Job Posting created and reviewed by HR and Supervisor/Director to ensure relevance
(Appendix 30)

Step 2: Hiring Committee
•
•

Hiring Committee reviews Job Description and Job Posting
Supervisor/ Director determines the duration, location and method of the job posting

Step 3: Job Posting
•

Posting advertised

Step 4: Screening
•
•
•

Applicant Screening Form developed and completed by HR (Appendix 7)
Hiring Committee meets to review screening form
Applicants selected for interviews

Step 5: Interviews
•
•
•
•

The HR department and position Supervisor develop questions and answers for interview
The HR department sets and confirms the interview schedule with the Hiring Committee and
the applicants
Conduct interviews
Interviews are scored and the applicants are ranked in the Competition Results Form (Appendix 8)

Step 6: Reference /Background Security Checks
•
•
•

HR and Hiring Committee review and agree upon the reference check questions
Reference checks are conducted
Background Security check process initiated if applicable(Appendix 13)

Step 7: Offer of Employment
•
•
•
•

Letter of Offer Request Form completed by the supervisor (Appendix 9)
HR department notifies successful applicant, by providing letter of offer
Signed copy of offer letter received
Unsuccessful applicants notified
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Step 8:

Hiring Process File
Complete file on interview process must include:



Request for Recruitment Form (Appendix 6)



Job description (Appendix 30)



The application forms and resumes;



Completed Screening Forms (Appendix 7)



Interview sheets on all applicants;



Reference check information;



Rejection letters to unsuccessful applicants;



Competition Results Form (Appendix 8) from Hiring Committee; and



Letter of Offer request form (Appendix 9)



Counter signed copy of the Letter of Offer



Any other pieces of information deemed important by the HR department or the Hiring
Committee

Human Resources Representative

LSCFN Human Resources Policy
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Appendix 6

Request for Recruitment

Director / Supervisor to complete prior to posting position

Position Information:

Category of Employment

Title:

________________________

______ Permanent

Department:

_________________________

______ Term

**New Position: ______Yes

______No

______ Term Extension to:_____________

Position start: _________________________

______ Auxiliary On-call

Position end:

______ Casual

_________________________

Describe the rationale for this position:

Signatures:
Requested by Supervisor: ___________________________________

Date:_______________________

Department Director:

Date:_______________________

___________________________________

Reviewed by Human Resources: _____________________________
Initial – HR Representative:

Date:________________________

______________
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Appendix 7

Applicant Screening Form ( DRAFT )

Form to be tailored for each position

Minimum Qualifications: See Job Descriptions for more information

Name

Citizen or

Drivers

spouse

License

Other FN

Academic Qualifications

Experience

Interview

Comments

(Yes/No)

Screened By: __________________Signature: ____________________Date: _________________Page: ___ of __
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Appendix 8

Competition Results Form

Position: _______________________________________

Date: _____________________

Applicant Selected: ______________________________

LSCFN Member: Yes

No

Fair

Poor

References Checked: Yes

No

Results: Good

Interview Results:

Form to be tailored for each position

Name of
Applicant

Knowledge

Abilities

Skills

Total Score:______

Total Score:______

Total Score:______

Hiring Committee:
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Appendix 9

Letter of Offer Request Form

The following form must be completed by the Supervisor/Director before any new hire. ALL information must be
provided before a Letter of Offer (LOO) will be completed by the Human Resource Office.
LOO Requested By:

_________________________________________________

Employee’s Name

_________________________________________________

Employee’s Address:

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Title of Position:

_________________________________________________

Location of Position:

_________________________________________________

Name of Department:

_________________________________________________

Department Code:

_________________________________________________

Start Date:

_________________________________________________

End Date:

_________________________________________________

Probation Period:

Three Mo: ____ Six Mo: ____ Duration of Project: ____
No longer on Probation: ____

Time Sheets:

Yes___ No___

Wage Level & Rate:

_________________________________________________

Hours per Week:

_________________________________________________

Position Supervisor:

_________________________________________________

Please circle one of the following Employment Categories:
*** See Policy 3.1 for Employment Categories ***

Auxiliary On Call

Casual P/T or F/T

Term

Regular P/T

P/T or F/T

Regular F/T

For Human Resource Office Use Only:
Received, noted, and filed on _________________________, by__________________________
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Appendix 10 Competition Review Form
Protected (when completed)
To be handled by authorized personnel only
LSCFN strives for fairness in all staffing decisions. Applicants may only review if the staffing process has not been
completed as intended. Applicants may not review the judgmental decisions of the Hiring Committee. All Policies
and Procedures relating to the staffing process are available for viewing. No information about applicants will be
released. Please see Policy xx for further details on the competition process.
An applicant may review in the areas of:
1.

Preferential Hire

3. Screening Procedures

2.

Interview Committee Members

4. Interview Process

If the applicant wishes to review, complete Section I and submit to the Human Resources Department within 7
days from date of decision.
Extra paper may be attached to this form if the number of extra pages is written in the appropriate section, and
each extra page is initialled.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

SECTION I – Applicant’s Review
Details of Decision (dates, names, etc.) I wish to review:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Reasons I wish to review:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Action I would like to see result from this review:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Applicant Name: ________________________________________________

Address:

______________________________________City: _______________________________________

Postal Code: ____________________________________ Telephone No._______________________________
Applicant Signature: :_______________________________Date: :_______________________________________
HR Signature: :___________________________________Date: :_________________________________________
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SECTION II – Human Resource Department
Within 10 working days following the receipt of the Review, the Hiring Committee shall meet and conduct a
review. The committee, at their discretion, may invite the applicant to participate in the review.
On behalf of the Hiring Committee, I ___________________certify that a review of the applicant’s review was
conducted and the following decision was reached:
Decision of the Interview Committee:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Reasons for the decision:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Action to be taken:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Hiring Committee Representative Signature:__________________________________ Date:___________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

SECTION III – Review by the Executive Director
If the decision reached by the Hiring Committee is not satisfactory, an review may be made to the LSCFN Executive
Director. The Executive Director has the authority to make binding rulings in respect to Staffing Reviews. The
Executive Director will only examine reviews that have gone through an assessment by the Hiring Committee.
If the applicant wishes a review by the Executive Director, complete this section and submit form to the Human
Resource Department within 10 working days from the date of the Hiring Committee decision.

I wish to review the decision of the Hiring Committee.
I would like the Executive Director to consider this additional information (optional):

Applicant Signature: __________________________________________________ Date:________________________

HR Signature:

_________________________________________________ Date: _______________________
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SECTION IV – Executive Director Decision
Within 15 working days of the receipt of the request for review, the Executive Director will examine the review.
The Personnel Committee, at their discretion, may invite the applicant to participate in the assessment.
I, ________________________, the Executive Director, certify that a review of the applicant’s review was
conducted and the following decision was reached:
Decision of the Executive Director:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reasons for the decision
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Action to be taken:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Executive Director Signature: _______________________________________ Date: ________________________
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Appendix 11 Relocation Agreement .

I, ________________________ of ________________________________________________________,
(name)

(location)

understand that LSCFN will pay me $________________ to cover the costs of my relocation, as provided for in
the Recruitment Policy 3.2.

I agree to the following:
1.

I will keep all receipts and account for all expenses once I report for work.

2.

If my employment is terminated with cause or if I resign, I will repay LSCFN as per the schedule below.

3.

I authorize LSCFN to deduct this amount from my final pay and that I will owe LSCFN any balance that is
not covered by my final pay.

Percentage of Funding Required to be Paid Back

Duration of Employment (after relocation)

100%

Less than 6 months

50%

6 month-1 year

25%

1-2 year

0%

2+ year

I also understand that nothing in this agreement guarantees my employment with LSCFN.
Signed on the __________________________day of ____________________________, 20_________

Employee

Supervisor

(Please Print)

(Please Print)
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Appendix 12 Employee Sign-On Checklist .
1.

The new Employee shall complete all paper work. Items to include in the new Employee's personnel file
include:



Signed Offer of Employment Letter accepting position;



Bank deposit form (Finance);



Signed job description;



Employee’s resume;



Any certificates, diplomas, letters of training courses;



Signed Acknowledgement & Agreement of Human Resources Policy form (Appendix 1)



Signed Code of Conduct (Appendix 2)



Revenue Canada TD1 form (Finance); and



New Employee record form.

2.

Finance shall review financial procedures with the new Employee.

3.

Fire safety procedures.
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Appendix 13 Consent to a Background Security Check .

I, _____________________________________ understand that my offer of employment is conditional upon
receipt of a satisfactory background check as identified below. I hereby provide consent to the LSCFN to
conduct such a check.

_____________________________________________________
Signed

_____________________________________________________
Date

Type of Background Check:



Credit Check



Criminal Records Check



Vulnerable Sector Check, including pardoned offenses

For Human Resource Office Use Only:
Received, noted, and filed on _________________________, by__________________________
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Appendix 14 Disciplinary Action Checklist

Department:__________________________________________________________________________________
Director: (Copy to be given to Director) ____________________________________________________________
Employee in Discipline Process: __________________________________________________________________
Employee Position Title:_______________________________________ ________________________________
(Name)

(Title)

Supervisor Involved: _________________________________________ ________________________________
(Name)

(Title)

Step 1 – Verbal Reprimand: the supervisor gives a verbal reprimand; a memo to confirm what was said in
the meeting follows it.
Reprimand Date:_____________________________________ Location of meeting:_________________________
Complete account of Verbal reprimand and detail what is required of the Employee (add additional pages if
required):
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Supervisor:_________________________________Date:_____________________________________

Step 2 – First Written Reprimand
Reprimand Date:______________________________________ Location of meeting:_______________________
This reprimand must detail all of the following items:
Date(s) and time(s) of incident(s): __________________________________________________________________

Location of incident(s):

__________________________________________________________________

Witness(es) (if applicable):

__________________________________________________________________
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Describe the nature of the undesirable or unacceptable performance or behavior and how it relates to job and
organizational performance:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Identify the personnel policy and procedure numbers that relate to this incident, if applicable:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Words, responses and action of supervisor and Employee surrounding this and other incidents:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Other details not listed above:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Detail what is required from the Employee in regard to this incident. (Add additional pages if required)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Employee’s comments (add additional pages if required):
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
I acknowledge receipt of this memo and I understand the above requirements and what is expected of me:

_________________________________________
Signature of Employee

____________________________________
Date

_________________________________________
Signed by Supervisor

____________________________________
Date

_________________________________________
Human Resources Representative

____________________________________
Date

Step 3 – Second Written Reprimand
Reprimand Date:_________________________________

Location of meeting:_________________________

This is the final notification to you to improve the job or behaviour performance as have been noted in previous
Disciplinary Process Steps, failing which your employment may be terminated.
This reprimand must detail all further incidences following First Written Reprimand:
Date:___________________________________________Time:_______________________________________
Location of further incident(s): __________________________________________________________________
Witnesses:___________________________________________________________________________________
Describe the nature of the undesirable performance or behaviour since last reprimand and state how it relates to
job and organizational performance.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Identify the personnel policy and procedure numbers that relate to this/these particular incident(s), if applicable:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Words, responses and action of supervisor and Employee surrounding this and other incidents:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Other Details not listed above:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Detail: What is required from the Employee in regard to this incident:

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Employee’s comments (add additional pages if required):
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
I acknowledge receipt of this memo and I understand the above requirements and what is expected of me:

Signature of Employee________________________________________Date_______________________________

Signed by Supervisor ________________________________________Date_______________________________
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Step 4 – Optional Suspension
The suspension of one week with or without pay may be enforced when all preceding disciplinary action steps
have not led to the necessary behaviour modifications or performance improvement, or where the LSCFN
requires time to undertake an investigation.

Suspension Date:____________________________________Return Date:________________________________
With Pay
Without Pay
Location of meeting:____________________________________________________________________________
This suspension must detail all of the following items:
Date(s) and time(s) of incident(s):_________________________________________________________________
Location of incident(s):_________________________________________________________________________
Witness(es) (if applicable):________________________________________________________________________
Describe the nature of the undesirable performance or behaviour and how it relates to job and organizational
performance:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Identify the personnel policy and procedure numbers that relate to this incident, if applicable:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Words, responses and action of supervisor and Employee surrounding this and other incidents:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Other details not listed above:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Detail what is required from the Employee in regard to this incident. (Add additional pages if required)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Employee’s comments (add additional pages if required):

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

I acknowledge receipt of this memo and I understand the above requirements and what is expected of me:

Signature of Employee__________________________________Date____________________________________

Signed by Supervisor____________________________________Date___________________________________
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Step 5 – Termination with Cause
Termination with cause should be considered only where an Employee fails to respond to prior measures to
improve job or behaviour performance or where the Employee’s conduct or offence is so serious that it is cause for
immediate termination.
Attached is the termination letter to the above Employee,
Copy of this letter has been sent to:

______________________ for review.

Department Director________________________ Date Sent:_____________

I acknowledge by signature that all policy and procedure guidelines have been followed by this supervisor,
_________________________________, in regards to all Disciplinary steps taken with the above Employee
__________________________________________________:

Director __________________________________________Date __________________________________
Approved termination letter signed by Director and Executive Director: Date Sent:
Copy of letter sent to Employee Personnel File: Date Sent:

Human Resource Representative________________________________Date___________________________
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Appendix 15 Treatment Program Participation Agreement

I, ________________________ of ________________________________________________________,
(name)
(location)

understand that LSCFN will pay me $________________________ to cover the costs of my treatment program,
as provided for in the LSCFN Human Resources Policy - Substance Abuse 4.2.
I agree to the following:
1.

I will keep all receipts and account for all funded expenses while absent from work.

2.

If I do not complete the treatment program, am discharged with cause, or quit, I will repay LSCFN as per
the schedule below.

3.

I authorize LSCFN to deduct this amount from my final pay and that I will owe LSCFN any balance that is
not covered by my final pay, if any.

4.

LSCFN may, at its discretion, reduce the amount that I must repay if I do not complete one year of
employment.

Repayment Schedule:
Percentage of Funding Required to be Paid Back

Duration of Employment (after returning from Treatment
Program)

100%

Less than 6 months

50%

6 month-1 year

25%

1-2 years

0%

2+ years

I also understand that nothing in this agreement guarantees my employment with LSCFN.

Signed on the __________________________day of ____________________________, 20_________

Employee

Supervisor

(Please Print)

(Please Print)
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Appendix 16 LSCFN Vehicles – General Terms and Conditions
You agree that during the term of this agreement you:
•

Will agree to complete daily or trip Vehicle Log Sheet for vehicle used;

•

Will acknowledge that the vehicle is the property of LSCFN and was received in good condition. User will
return vehicle to designated LSCFN parking area daily or at end of trip, together with keys, all tools,
accessories and equipment, in the same condition as received. Vehicles should be returned on the date and
time specified unless prior arrangements have been made to delay or advance the return of the vehicle;

•

Will be liable for all traffic and parking violations;

•

Will agree to report all accidents/incidents through the Accident Report Form to the departmental director;

•

Will agree not to carry firearms in the vehicle without special written approval of the department director;

•

Will not to lend the vehicle to parties except to other authorized operators;

•

Will accept responsibility for the care of the vehicle while in your possession;

LSCFN SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ANY PROPERTY LEFT OR STORED IN THE VEHICLE.

I agree to these general terms and conditions outlined above, and I have read and understood the LSCFN Vehicle
Policy and Procedures:

Signature

Date

______________________________________________________ is authorized by the Department of
(Driver)
__________________________________
(Department)

to operate vehicle number

Director's Signature

LSCFN Human Resources Policy
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Appendix 17 LSCFN Vehicles – Vehicle Log Sheet

Name of
Operator

Purpose
of Trip

Date Out

LSCFN Human Resources Policy

Date In

Km In

Km Out
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Appendix 18 LSCFN Vehicles – Vehicle Accident Report Form

DUTY OF DRIVER AT ACCIDENT: (Read copy of Motor Vehicles Act, Chapter 118, Part 6 for greater detail):
When an accident occurs on a highway, the driver or other person that was directly or indirectly involved in the
accident:
a) shall remain at or immediately return to the scene of the accident;
b) shall render all reasonable assistance, and
c)

shall produce in writing to anyone sustaining loss or injury, to any peace officer and to a witness
(i)

his/her name and address,

(ii) the number of his operator's license
(iii) the name and address of the registered owner of the vehicle,
(iv) the registration number of the motor vehicle, and
(v) a financial responsibility card in respect of that vehicle, issued pursuant to Part 4 of this Act or Part
6 of the Insurance Act, or such of that information as is requested.
WRITTEN REPORT OF ACCIDENT (for use of LSCFN and Insurance Company):
Date, time and place of accident:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Identification of vehicles involved in the accident:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
The names and addresses of any parties to, or involved in the accident:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
The names and addresses of witnesses to the accident:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
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The name and address of any peace officer who investigated the accident:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

The location of the road upon which the accident occurred, the direction of travel of the vehicles involved, the
weather and highway conditions at the time of the accident:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
The estimate of damages sustained by any person involved in the accident:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

The names and addresses of any insurance companies insuring any parties to, or involved in, the accident:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Type of vehicle damage:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

Where an accident results in injury or death to a person or in property damage to an apparent extent of $1,000.0 0
or more, the driver or another occupant of the vehicle, shall make a report to a peace officer having jurisdiction
where the accident occurred or if the driver is alone and incapable, he/she shall report immediately after
becoming capable.
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Appendix 19 Professional Development Request Form
Date: _______________________________________________
Employee:_________________________________________Title:____________________________________
Department:______________________________________Supervisor:______________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
I would like to take the following training:
Course/Workshop Title: _____________________________________________________________________________
Dates & Times of Course/Workshop: _________________________________________________________________________
Location of Course/Workshop:___________________________________________________________________________

Brief Description of Training:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Was this training identified in the Employee’s performance evaluation?

Yes

No

Rationale:
Why do you want to attend / participate?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
How does this relate to your current workplan and/or departmental goals?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Outcomes:
Briefly describe how you will share what you learn with colleagues / clients / others (e.g. presentation, written
report, etc.)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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COSTS
Course/workshop fee:

$ _________________

Travel Expenses to take course:
Meals:
Hotel or Private Accommodation:
Incidentals:
Mileage:

$
$
$
$

_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________

Other costs (please specify):
$_________________
$_________________
$_________________
Total training costs:

$ _________________

Less: Funding Received from Other Sources (please specify):
$_________________
$_________________

Total Amount Requested from Department*

$ _________________

I, _____________________________, _________________________________ (job title) am the Supervisor for
the above individual and agree that she/he should attend the above course/workshop and that the
course/workshop would assist this individual in performing their job more effectively.

Signature of Supervisor

Date

Approved by Director

Date

Please submit course/workshop outline, registration forms and this form to Human Resources prior to training
deadline to expedite arrangements.

HR Use Only
Form received by: _________________________________ on____________________________________
Approved: _________________ Amount____________________ Date Processed__________________

•

For any requests in excess of $1500, a written report will be required.
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Appendix 20

LITTLE SALMON/CARMACKS FIRST NATION
Time Sheet

Employee:

Employee #:

Department:

Rate:

Beginning:

Ending:

Date

Day

Time
Time
In
Lunch Out

Total
Hours

Tasks Performed

Time
Time
In
Lunch Out

Total
Hours

Tasks Performed

Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thurs

Date

Day
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thurs

_____________________________________

______________________________________

Employee Signature

Supervisor’s Signature
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Appendix 21 Application for Leave Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation

Leave Taken Application
Surname:

Given Name:

Job Title:

Employee #:

PLEASE SEE PERSONNEL POLICY WHEN APPLYING FOR LEAVE

Type of Leave

Requested
# of Hours

From:
Day

Month

Year

Hour

To:
Day

Month

Year

Hour

Vacation
S
I
C
K

Sick
SpecialMaternity/Paternity/
Adoption
Special –(Med) Stress
Special-(Sick)
Doctor/Dental/ Opt.
Appointment
SpecialComp./Bereavement
Special - other
(please specify)
Lieu
Cultural Activities
LWOP

Annual Holiday Pay (more than 5 days off)

is requested

Additional Information:

Date Signed: ___________________________
______________________________________ _____________________________
Employee Signature
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Appendix 22 Education Leave Contract .
Date:
This Agreement is between:

Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation
Box 135, Carmacks, YT Y0B 1C0

And
Trainee:

_______________________________________ (name)

Training Information:
Position Title: ____________________________________

Department: _________________________

Supervisor: ______________________________________

Schedule of Training Commitment: from _________________________to ______________________________.
Present salary of position:
Benefits of position:
Amount committed by LSCFN: $ _______________ per month.
Return Service Commitment to LSCFN upon completion of total training plan will be a minimum of:
_____________ (months/years)

I, _____________________________________________________agree to the following terms and conditions regarding
my training with LSCFN:
1.

Enrol in full-time studies and complete the _____________________________________________ program at

______________________________________
<name of institution>

by ______________________
<completion date>.

2.

Attend all course classes unless ill and if ill, submit a written physician’s statement after two days to my
supervisor; or under special circumstances, receive prior approval from my supervisor.

3.

Complete all required program assignments, test, examinations, etc. as required in program.

4.

Provide a monthly report to Supervisor indicating program progress including an overview of course marks
and monthly attendance, program activities, issues, concerns and plans. Upon receipt of report and indication
of satisfactory performance, the Supervisor will approve the prior month’s training allowance.

5.

Commit to return service to LSCFN for length of time indicated above.

6.

To return a prorated percentage of financial assistance received form LSCFN (not including money received
from other LSCFN funding programs) if I withdraw from or fail the program. Where withdrawal or failure is due
to illness, I will not be required to repay the financial assistance granted to me provided I obtain a physician’s
statement in writing.

7.

The Executive Director will review exceptional circumstances.
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Repayment Schedule:
Percentage of Funding Required to be Paid Back
100%
50%
25%
0%

Duration o Employment (after relocation)
Less than 6 months
6 Months- 1 year
1 – 2 years
2 + years

Signed by Trainee

Date

Signed by Executive Director

Date

Signed by Supervisor

Date
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Appendix 23 Overtime Request and Approval.
I would like to request that _____________________________________________________________
(name)
work overtime for the purpose of _________________________________________________________

on _______________________________________ (dates) for ___________________________ hours.
Employee's signature: _______________________

Date: __________________________________

This overtime will be taken:




Time-in-lieu @1.0
Time-in-lieu @1.5
Payroll cheque

Supervisor's approval: _______________________

Date: __________________________________

This is to certify that _____________________________________(name) worked the following overtime:
Date

Description

From -To

Total Hours

Approved Overtime Hours:
Employee's signature: _____________________________________ Date: __________________
Supervisor's approval: _____________________________________ Date: __________________

FOR PAYROLL USE
Hours Worked: ___________________ Multiplier ________________ Total Hours____________________
Hourly Rate: _________________ Gross Amount_____________ Date Paid____________________
Lieu Time Accrued: ____________________Date Entered________________________________
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Appendix 24 Termination Checklist

Employee: ____________________________

ITEM

Last Day of Work: _________________________

DATE

PERSON RESPONSIBLE

Building/Office Keys returned

Housing Manager

Travel advances cleared

Finance Manager

Group Benefits paid to date

Finance Manager

Computer/Equipment returned

Supervisor

Forwarding address received

Cancel all insurance

Payroll & Benefits
Officer
Payroll & Benefits
Officer
Payroll & Benefits
Officer
Finance Manager

Exit Interview

Supervisor

Record of Employment Competed

Payroll & Benefits
Officer

Vacation credits paid
Eligible severance paid

INITIALS

Authorization to release final pay cheque:

Director of Finance

LSCFN Human Resources Policy
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Appendix 25 Cell Usage Agreement between Employee and LSCFN
This Agreement between

BETWEEN:

___________________________________________,
<Employee>

AND:

___________________________________________,
<LSCFN Department>

WHEREAS, ___________________________________finds that ______________________________ requires a cell phone
<Department Director>
<Employee, Title>
to perform his/her duties and that a cell phone will be in furtherance of his/her position.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants set forth herein and intending to be legally bound,
the parties hereto agree as follows:
1.

RESPONSIBLE USE OF SERVICES

__________________________ agrees to use the cell phone for work related purposes; discretion is to be used.
<Employee>
The number is to be given out only for work purposes and as an emergency contact number if required.
Any calls that are not work related will not be covered by the __________________________and are the
<Department>
responsibility of ____________________________________.
<Employee>

The Employee cannot use the services or cell phone for any illegal or abusive purposes.
The Employee must agree to follow all other service regulations and agreements (The Bell Service Agreement)
issued or adopted by LSCFN.
The Employee may not at any time, lend the cell phone out.

2.

PAYMENT

Any charges not covered by LSCFN must be paid in full within 30 days of the date indicated on the cell phone bill by
the Employee. If the Employee fails to pay at the end of the 30 days any outstanding debts will then be deducted
from the Employee’s payroll.
3.

LOSS OR THEFT

It is the Employee’s responsibility to notify their Director.
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4.

FEATURES OF THE CELL PHONE

The Employee agrees not to use the downloading features of the cell phone that will increase the regular monthly
billing amount, including downloading ring tones, downloading games, downloading images, downloading
graphics, etc.
5.

INDEMNIFICATION

The Employee is responsible for and will indemnify LSCFN for all damages, losses, expenses and any action, claim,
and judgment which may be made against LSCFN by anyone in connection with the Employee’s use of the cell
phone and/or violation of these terms of service.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the day and year first above
written.

<DIRECTOR OF <DEPARTMENT>

Authorized Signature

<EMPLOYEE>

Date

Print Name and Title
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Appendix 26 Employee Self-Appraisal Questionnaire
The questions below are designed to help you and your supervisor prepare for your
performance appraisal interview. When answering the questions, think about you, your
job and what you hope to accomplish, both personally and professionally, over the next
year and in the next five years.
These questions are intended to get you thinking. You are not required to prepare written
responses.

1. What do I consider to be the important abilities that my job requires?
2. What particular strengths do I bring to my job?
3. What are some of the aspects of my job that I like the best? That I like the least?
4. What are the ways in which my supervisor can help me to do a better job?
5. In what aspects of my job do I feel I need more experience and training?
6. What are my accomplishments over the past year?
7. What have I done for my personal and/or professional development in the past year?
8. Are there any changes I would like to see made in my job that would improve my
effectiveness?
9. Are all of my capabilities being utilised in my present position? If not how can they be better
utilized?
10. What are specific things I need to do in the next year for my own development?
11. In what ways would my present position better prepare me for assuming more responsibility?
12. What are my long-range plans? What type of work do I see myself doing in five years
from now? How am I preparing for this work?
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Appendix 27 Employee Performance Evaluation Form (non-directors)
Section 1: General Information:
Name: _________________________________

Position Title: ___________________________

Department: ____________________________

Hire Date: ______________________________

Location: ______________________________

Present Rate: $ ______________ /per ________

Immediate Supervisor Name: _____________________________________________________________
Date form completed: ____________________

Date of Meeting: _________________________

Date form amended:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Use the following coding to evaluate Sections 2 thru 7:
12345-

Outstanding: consistently exceeds the standards of performance.
Above Standard: meets the position requirements and frequently exceeds them.
On Standard: consistently meets the position requirements.
Below Standard: frequently fails to meet the standards of performance.
Unsatisfactory: consistently fails to meet the standards of performance.

Be sure to include specific comments related to any change in performance levels as they relate to previous
performance evaluations.
Section 2: Job Knowledge (How well the Employee understands the procedures and methods required to perform
their job)
Identify the key job functions related to this position and score the Employees performance
1)

[Job function 1]:

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluation [Code]: _____
Employee Comments:
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
2)

[Job function 2]:

______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluation [Code]: _____
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Employee Comments:
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
3)

[Job function 3]:

______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluation [Code]: _____
Employee Comments:
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
4)

[Job function 4]:

______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluation [Code]: _____
Employee Comments:
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

5)

[Job function 5]:

______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluation [Code]: _____
Employee Comments:
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Section 3: Productivity and Effectiveness (Quality of work produced and the degree to which the Employee achieved or
exceeded the goals which were set for the review period, including organizational skills and judgement)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluation [Score]: ________
Employee Comments:

Section 4: Effectiveness of Relationships (Effectiveness with which Employee conducts both internal and external
work relationships, including teamwork, communication skills and the ability to adapt when needed)

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluation [Score]: ________
Employee Comments:

Section 5: Initiative / Leadership / Creativity (Degree to which the Employee takes leadership in initiating workrelated activities and demonstrates creativity and originality when performing their daily tasks)

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Evaluation [Score]: ________
Employee Comments:

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Section 6: Service Orientation (how effectively external clients and/or internal departments and staff are serviced)
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluation [Score]: ________
Employee Comments:
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

Section 7: Self-Development (extent to which the Employee makes a conscious effort to improve their job-related
knowledge, skills and/or capabilities)

____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Evaluation [Score]: ________
Employee Comments:

____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

Section 8: Growth and Development (What areas should the Employee work on in the coming year? How will this
be accomplished?)
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Is any training or professional development required or suggested in the next 12 months? If so identify the type of
training:
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Employee Comments:
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Section 9: Actions
For Probationary Employees ONLY:
Appoint Permanently
Release
On: __________[date]
For ALL non-probationary Employees:
Grant annual salary increase
Interim Performance evaluation required on ________________ [date]
Action Plan required
The actions indicated above will be undertaken unless the Employee is notified to the contrary.

Section 10: Certifications

Supervisor Signature

Date

I have read discussed and agree with this Employee Performance Evaluation:
Yes
No (if no please refer to Section 11)

Employee Signature

Date

Section 11: Review (if required)
In the case of “No” in Section 10 above the following section captures the comments during the review meeting
between the Employee, supervisor, and Director or HR representative as required:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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Signatures of meeting participants:

Signature

Date

Signature

Date

Signature

Date

Signature

Date

Received, Noted and Filed By:

HR

Date

Copy sent to Employee Marked Confidential:
Date
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Appendix 28 Employee Performance Evaluation Form (directors)
Section 1: GENERAL INFORMATION:
Name: _________________________________

Position Title: ___________________________

Department: ____________________________

Hire Date: ______________________________

Location: ______________________________

Present Rate: $ ______________ /per ________

Immediate Supervisor Name: _________________________________________________________________
Date form completed: ____________________

Date of Meeting: _________________________

Date form amended: _____________________
Section 1: Self-Review

1.

2.

3.

4.

State your understanding of your main duties and responsibilities:

What factors helped or hindered you this past year?
Helped

Hindered

What do you consider to be your most important achievements of the past year?

What do you like and dislike about working for this organization?
Like
Dislike

5.

In what aspects of your current job do you need more experience and/or training?
Experience
Training

6.

What do you consider to be your most important aims and tasks over the next year?
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Section 2: Evaluation
List the objectives you set out to achieve in the previous year and score your performance against each result (13 = poor, 4-6 = satisfactory, 7-9 = good, 10 = excellent)
Objective / Goal

Measure

Result

Score

Comments

Section 3: Work Planning [appropriate fiscal year]

LSCFN Government: key commitments, priorities and
Goals
(Which LSCFN Government goals, commitments and/or
priorities are relevant to your role?)

Work Objectives
(What are the key objectives
committed to for the year?)

Departmental Plan
(Which Department strategic and common corporate
goals are relevant to your role?)

Success Measures and Targets
(How will you know if the objectives
have been met?)

Developmental Goals
Learning Activities
(Support work objectives, knowledge, (Identify how you will achieve your
development goals )
skills, and career planning

Results Achieved
(How have the work objectives been
met?)

Learning Outcomes
(Identify developmental outcomes and
how they have been applied)

(
Resources and Support (What resources (such as equipment, tools, information etc. ) and support from your
supervisor and others do you need to achieve your work objectives & development goals?)
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Supervisor’s Comments

Managerial Employee’s Comments

Section 9: Actions
Overall Assessment:
For Probationary Employees ONLY:
Appoint Permanently
Release

On: __________[date]

For ALL non-probationary Employees:
Grant annual salary increase
Interim Performance evaluation required on ________________ [date]
Action Plan required
The actions indicated above will be undertaken unless the Employee is notified to the contrary.

Section 10: Certifications

Supervisor Signature

Date

I have read discussed and agree with this Employee Performance Evaluation:
Yes
No (if no please refer to Section 11)

Employee Signature

LSCFN Human Resources Policy
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Section 11: Review (if required)
In the case of “No” in Section 10 above the following section captures the comments during the review meeting
between the Employee, Director, and Executive Director or HR representative as required:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Signatures of meeting participants:

Signature

Date

Signature

Date

Signature

Date

Signature

Date

Received, Noted and Filed By:

HR
Copy sent to Employee Marked Confidential:

Date
Date
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Appendix 29 Job Description Template .
Position Title:

________________________________________________

Department:

________________________________________________

Supervisor Title:

________________________________________________

Status:

Regular full-time
Regular part-time
Term full-time
Casual
_____________________________

Date:

A.

Job Summary:

B.

Main Duties:
1.
<Duty>
<additional detail>
<additional detail>

Approximate percentage of time spent performing tasks:

___%

2.
<Duty>
<additional detail>
<additional detail>

Approximate percentage of time spent performing tasks
C.

___%

Job Knowledge and Skills:
Education and Experience5
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

5

Outline basic position education and experience requirements such as grade 12 with post-secondary training
or education or course work in specific and relevant work area along with an amount of experience required or
an equivalent combination of training and experience.
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Licenses/Certificates Required 6
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Job Knowledge 7
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Management Skills 8
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Specific Skills9
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Interpersonal Skills 10
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
D.

Decision Making:11
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

List of licenses and certificates required. E.g. Driver’s Licenses, etc
6

Knowledge requirements for the position including LSCFN history, culture, demographics, goals and aspirations
7
Management skills required for the position such as the ability to manage several functions, people, finances,
8
material resources, etc
Specific requirements relevant and unique to the position such as ability to operate tools, equipment, etc.
9
10

The position requirements for relating to people, groups or community. For example: Counselling, negotiations,
conflict resolution, etc
11 What kinds of decisions, how often decisions have to be made, who recommendations are made to, etc.
Problem solving such as the nature of problems to be solved, the complexity of the data, depth of analysis,
extent of innovation or creativity needed, et
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E.

Impact/ Accountability12:
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Acts, Regulations, and/or Policies/Procedures 13
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

F.

Key Personal Contacts14:

Who

G.

Purpose

Frequency

Positions Supervised 15:
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

H.

Working Conditions16:
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

I.

Condition of Employment 17:
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

What actions can be taken without specific direction, the possible impact of decisions, who is effected, how
many are effected, etc
List of acts, etc that guide the position in its work
13
14
List of people most dealt with, why, and how
15
often
16

Titles of positions which are directed and monitored by incumbent
Clashes in values, degree of emotional stress, physical effort, mental effort required to perform the work, travel,
shifts, etc
17 Condition requirements that must be met for the position such as a Criminal Records Check
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I approve this position description as being representative of the work I require to be performed and that the
responsibility and authority levels identified have been delegated to this position.

<Director>

Date

<Title of Supervisor>

Date

Employee

Date
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Appendix 30 Acting Appointment Form .
I hereby authorize _____________________________________to act in the capacity of:

____________________________________,
in the Department of ________________ for the period ___________________________ to __________________.

This assignment is eligible for Acting Pay, as per Policy 6.4:

Yes

No

______________________ salary will be increased to Level ________ for the duration of this appointment.
salary will revert back to his/her former pay of _____________once the acting
appointment has ended.

Reason for Acting Assignment:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Authorized by: ___________________________________
Director for Employee Appointments

Authorized by: ___________________________________
Executive Director for Director Appointments

Accepted by: _____________________________________Date:___________________________________

Note: Please forward to Finance and to Human Resources for filing in the Employee files.

Human Resources Office Only:
Received, noted and filed on __________________________by_____________________
Date
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Appendix 31 Grievance Form.
Protected (when completed)
To be handled by authorized personnel only
.
LSCFN strives for fairness in all dealings with staff. The Grievance Policy at LSCFN is designed to provide an effective
and acceptable means for Employees to bring problems and complaints concerning their well-being at work to the
attention of management.
If an Employee wishes to start the grievance process, complete Section I and submit it personally to your
Immediate Supervisor within 5 working days from the date of the event prompting the grievance. Also submit a
signed copy of this form to the Executive Director. Both parties are asked to sign each section as proof of receipt.
Extra paper may be attached to this form if the number of extra pages is written in the appropriate section, and
each extra page is initialled.
A copy of this form must be submitted to the Executive Director once it has been completed

SECTION I – Employee’s Grievance
Details of the event (dates, names, etc.) prompting this grievance:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Policies and/or procedures that relate:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Action I would like to see result from this grievance:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Employee Name: ______________________________________Position:__________________________________
Department__________________________________________ Immediate Supervisor:_______________________
Employee Signature:___________________________________Date:_____________________________________

Received by Supervisor:_________________________________Date:_____________________________________

SECTION II – Supervisor’s Review
Within 5 working days following the receipt of the grievance, the Supervisor shall review the grievance and
respond in writing to the Employee.
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Decision of the Immediate Supervisor:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Reasons for the decision:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Action to be taken:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Immediate Supervisor Signature: ______________________________ Date: ______________________
Received by Employee: _____________________________________ Date: ______________________

SECTION III – Review by Director
If the decision reached by the Immediate Supervisor is not satisfactory, the grievance may be submitted to the
Director of the Employee’s Department. The Director will only examine reviews that have been evaluated by
the Immediate Supervisor.

If the Employee wishes to appeal to their Director, complete this section and submit form to the appropriate
person.

I wish to appeal the decision of my Immediate Supervisor.
Additional information to be added (optional):
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Employee Signature:________________________________________Date:_______________________________

Received by Director:_______________________________________Date:_______________________________
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SECTION IV – Director Decision
Within 10 working days of the receipt of the grievance, the Director will review and respond to the Employee.

Decision of the Director:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Reasons for the decision:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Action to be taken:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Director Signature: _________________________________________Date:________________________________
Received by Employee:______________________________________Date:________________________________

If the Employee is not satisfied with the results of Stage One, they may proceed to Stage Two. Stage Two may
only be pursued after all steps in Stage One have been completed.
To proceed to Stage Two of the grievance process, please submit a copy of this completed form and any
attachments to the Human Resource Representative along with a written notice of your intent to have the
Executive Director review the grievance. The Executive Director will provide a decision within 15 working days
from date of receipt.
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Appendix 32 Pay Advance Promissory Note.

I, ________________________ understand that LSCFN will provide me with $________________ as a pay
advance as per LSCFN Human Resources Policy – Pay Advance 6-5.
I agree to the following:
1.

The amount does not exceed wages earned to that point within that pay period.

2.

In no event will a cash advance be granted to an Employee unless all previous outstanding advances have
been prepaid or cleared.

3.

Payroll advances of up to $500.00 have to be paid by three consecutive payments.

4.

I authorize LSCFN to deduct any amount still owing from my final pay and that I will owe LSCFN any balance
that is not covered by my final pay, if any.

I agree that the amount of $_____________ will be taken off my bi-weekly pay cheques
for the period of ______________________________________ to __________________________________.
I also understand that nothing in this agreement guarantees my employment with LSCFN.

Signed on the __________________________day of ____________________________, 20_________

Employee

Supervisor

(Please Print)

(Please Print)

________________________________________
Finance Director
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